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‘d like to believe that a new phenomenon is emerging on
the contentious terrain of religion in America: Faith, rather
than dividing people, is beginning to connect them. Am I
being too optimistic? After all, religion has been one of the
most explosive and divisive factors in societies around the world
for millennia up to the present, staining the global landscape with
crusades, civil wars, inquisitions, holocausts, and prolonged bloody
conflicts that span generations. We see it today.
Yet something else is happening, and Florida offers a good test
case. Faith in Florida is becoming both more diverse and more
community-oriented. Amid the religious cultural stew of our times,
there are signs that "having faith" may be more important than the
specific tenets, rituals and practices of any particular religion.
Several recent media articles and commentaries have made this
point in remarking that conservative and evangelical Protestants
find presidential candidate Joe Lieberman appealing because they
are attracted more by his "devoutness" than the doctrinal differ
ences between Christians and Jews.
And there’s something more. In my old Tampa neighborhood,
my nearby neighbors were Jewish, Catholic, Methodist, Muslim
and Buddhist, and I was the only Baptist. We worshiped differently,
but it didn’t matter as much as a commitment to making our neigh
borhood a safe and pleasant place to live. In other words, what we
shared was more important than how we differed.
In such a context, can religious tolerance, never an easy practice,
be far behind? As more people of different beliefs find themselves
living next door to each other, working together, learning in the
same schools, won’t we of necessity have to get along? It is at this
juncture, of faith and day-to-day life, that a humanities perspective
is critical. The humanities bring a multi-disciplinary knowledge of
cultural traditions, respect for different points of view, and the
value of dialogue to our state’s "millennial challenge": Building
communities around diversity.
Historian Sam Hill explores this challenge in his article on
Florida’s religious history: "Diversity," he says, "has phased into
pluralism, the coexistence of multiple groups with none having
more legitimacy than any others." Such a transformation, which
involves all of us, and will change all of us, provides the founda
tion for building the pluralistic communities in which our grand
children and their children will live, learn, work, and worship.
Perhaps this is what is making us more willing to find the tran
scendental common threads that connect us across religious bound
aries. If the religion of Florida is the religion of America, as editor
Lesley Northup proclaims, then this is good news indeed.
-
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This issue of FORUM,
exploring religion in Florida,
was guest edited by Lesley
A. Northup, associate
professor of Religious
Studies at Florida
International University.
Northup, an Episcopal
priest, received her Ph.D. in
historical theology from
Catholic University of America. Her specialtH
include American religion, ritual studies,
and myth.

FORUM Awarded "Best
Overall" Magazine
the magazine of the Florida
Fing,ORUM,
Humanities Council, won five awards includ
"Best Overall Magazine" at the Florida
Magazine Association’s 2000 Charlie Awards
Magazine Competition.
FORUM, which is distributed throughout the
state of Florida, provides an in-depth look at
Florida’s history, culture and public policy
issues.
"This award affirms and re-energizes our
commitment to provide Floridians with a maga
zine that explores our common heritage and
contributes to our sense of what it means to be
a Floridian," said FHC executive director Fran
Cary.

Connecting Family Stories to
America’s History
y History is America’s History" is a
new website created by the National
Endowment for the Humanities NEH to
encourage families to preserve stories and dis
cover links to U.S. history.
FLORIDA COUNCIL
"Many Americans are historians without
COMINGS AND GOINGS
being aware of it. Each of us has stories we
pass, like family heirlooms, from generation to
generation. These sto
ries define us and con
,j
employed investor,
nect us to distant
a. 4,. i..... 4,...... 4..... 4...... 4...,,....
Pensacola and Sheila
places and significant
My FIsAmericasFory
McDevitt, vice president
events,"
said NEH
and general counsel for
chairman Bill Ferris.
TECO Energy, Inc, Tampa.
The website at
Directors elected by
r..,i,
www.myhistory,org
the FHC board are: David
and an accompanying
Colburn, Provost and Vice
u"..,
manual outline fifteen
President for Academic
things
one can do to
Affairs and professor of
save
America’s
stories
history at the University of
including: questions
Florida, Gainesville; Sheila
for drawing out relatives’ memories; tips on
Flemming, Chair of the Division of Social
preserving family treasures; and classroom and
Sciences and associate professor of history at
family projects to give children a personal con
Bethune Cookman College, Daytona Beach;
nection to American history. The hope is that
Judy Hall, program officer at the Jacksonville
myhistory.org will yield a collection of vivid
Community Foundation; John R. Hamilton,
stories and photographs that offers us a por
attorney with Foley & Lardner, Orlando; Suzan
trait
of America past and present in which indi
Harrison, associate professor of English at
viduals
see themselves, their families and their
Eckerd College, St. Petersburg; Dennis Ross,
nation.
president of the New Smyrna Corporation, St.
Petersburg and Ellen Vinson, teacher,
Pensacola.
Florida Center of Teachers
----‘---‘!
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Awards received by FORUM were:

* Best Overall Magazine
* Best Written Magazine
* Excellence in Magazine Design and
Photography
* Best single issue, "World War II in Florida,"
Gary Mormino and Kathy Arsenault, editors
* Best Feature, Bill Maxwell for "Parallel Lives"

"Parallel Lives" Tours florida
"

Gary Mormino and Kathy Arsenault

Governor Appoints New FHC
Board Members
welcomed 12 new members to its board
FtheofHCboarddirectors
this fall; seven were elected by
and five were appointed by Governor
Jeb Bush.
Directors appointed by Governor Jeb Bush
are: C.W. "Bill" Jennings, executive director of
the Greater Orlando Aviation Authority; Richard
J. Suarez an attorney with Hardeman & Saurez,
Miami; Pedro A. Freyre, executive director and
chief operating officer of Mapfre Insurance
Group, Miami; Jeanne B. Godwin, a self-

arallel Lives," FHC’s popular and
provocative look at the segregated world
of 1950s Florida, continues to travel through
Florida. The program features Bill Maxwell, edi
torial writer and columnist for the St.
Petersburg Times, and Beverly Coyle, author of
three novels set in Florida. The program is a
deeply personal account of the era by two writ
ers who, as teenagers, witnessed the collapse
of Jim Crow laws and the infancy of the Civil
Rights Movement.
Dates and locations of future programs are
as follows:
Thursday, Feb. 8, 7 p.m., New College
Campus, Sarasota

Saturday, Feb. 10, 4 p.m., Venice Public Library
For More information about
"Parallel Lives", contact Janine
Farver, Associate Director,
813 272-3473 ext. 20, oremail at jfarver©flahum.org.

Receives Generous Contributions

hanks to the generosity of several Florida
Tteachers
corporations, foundations and individuals,
from across Florida received scholar

ships this year to attend Florida Center for
Teachers seminars. FHC thanks the following
contributors for helping us to reward and retain
excellent Florida teachers.
Bank of America
$20,000
Hillsborough Education Foundation
$3,500
DeSoto County Education Foundation $3,500
Education Foundation of Lake County $2,500
$2,000
Polk Education Foundation
St. Petersburg Times

$2,000

BankAtlantic
Charlotte Porter
Marion County Public

$2,000
$1,500

Schools Foundation
Santa Rosa Educational Foundation

$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000

Baker County Education Foundation
Margaret Bates
H. Boone & Violet Porter
Charitable Foundation

$1,000

Gary Mormino
Leon County Schools Foundation
Jerry L. Maygarden

Same Town Different Lives

$1,000
$1,000
$1,500

South Walton Rotary Club
Brevard Schools Foundation
Columbia Public Schools Foundation

-

A new program, inspired by FHC’s "Parallel

$500

Lives," debuted to a full house and an
enthusiastic audience in Leesburg, Florida this

$500
$500

fall. "Same Town Different Lives" features
Bill McBride, managing partner of the law firm
of Holland & Knight and Michael Haygood, a
partner in the firm’s West Palm Beach office.
McBride and Haygood both grew up in
Leesburg, but never knew each other before
they began to work for the same law firm.
The two men exchange recollections of
small town life in Central Florida and of the
strict racial divisions that kept them from ever
crossing paths as children. Both were talent
ed athletes, good students and school lead
ers, but segregation kept them in separate
-

Humanities Speakers Available
lively and diverse array of experts on top
ics ranging from history to popular culture
A
are available to speak to your non-profit
group through the FHC Speakers Bureau. You

may choose from such topics as "Characters
and Crooks in Florida History" or "Building
Communities by Design: Florida’s New

Urbanism." Speakers are available to non
profit organizations hosting programs that are
free and open to the public. There is a $50
registration fee for each program. For a

worlds.

FHC and Holland & Knight will be produc
ing "Same Town Different Lives" in several
communities in Florida during 2001. For
more information contact FHC.

Speakers Bureau catalogue call 813 2723473 ext. 10 or visit our website at

-
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Smithsonian Comes To Florida
Smithsonian
T heInstitution’s
Traveling

Exhibit "Yesterday’s

Tomorrows" will debut at the
Panhandle Pioneer Settlement
in Blountstown next March
and then move on to six more
small towns in Florida during
2001. The exhibits are spon
sored by FHC and the Florida
Department of State Cultural
Affairs. "Yesterday’s
Tomorrows" looks at America’s
visions of the future over the

past 100 years.
"This exhibit presents us with
an exciting opportunity to
become better partners with
small town museums," said FHC
executive director Fran Cary. "It is
wonderful to be able to bring the

Bill McBride

Michael Haygoed

Our New Home Nears Completion
on the campus of the
Fis inUniversity
of South Florida, St.Petersburg,
the last stage of construction. In addition
HC’s new home

to our offices, this new building, funded by a
grant from the Florida legislature, will house a
theatre, conference rooms and a computer
lab. We are slated to move into our new home
in early January. Our new address will be 599
Second Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
33701. The phone number is 727 553-3800.

quality of the Smithsonian to
Florida and to help these towns to
build their capacity to mount an

exhibit of this caliber at the same
time."
After Blountstown, the exhibit

will travel to museums in Madison
County, Monticello, Inverness, Lake

Mary, Kissimmee/St. Cloud and
Arcadia.
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FLORIDA
LOOKS LIKE
AMERICA
BY LESLEYA. NORTHUP

No one religious p1
1

i

,

r*i

So Fioriaa s pronie
*

enci.s up a microcosm
*

of the United States and a test ground
for diversity
ILLUSTRATION BY OCTAVIO PEREZ
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he religion of Florida is the religion of
America. That is the implication of a
stud done ten ears a o which con
cluded that Florida and Missouri are the
states whose religious profile most closely matches that of the country as a whole. The
study, conducted by researchers Barry Kimson and
Seymour Lachman, revealed that it is, paradoxical
ly, Florida’s very diversity that has made it a
microcosm of the national religious picture.

J

Floridians don’t like to be thought of as "average";
indeed, one of our favorite values is our uniqueness. And
the state is, in many respects, unusual. Religious patterns
here are affected by such factors as immigration and settle
ment patterns peculiar to the state, Florida’s position in the
Deep South and yet strangely outside of it, its weather, and
the development of its urban centers. Culturally, most of
Florida is not truly "Southern," nor does it fit into any of
the ordinary geographical groupings of the U.S., like "New

-

England" or "Pacific Northwest." Its tourism
industry, its climate, its ethnic patterns, its
wildlife, and its history set it apart from other
states, even its closest neighbors. In fact, it does
n’t have many neighbors, and if you live in
South Florida, none of them are the least bit
close. Floridians can’t even agree on a favorite
football team, much less a common culture. This
is, naturally, reflected in the religious practices,
beliefs, and concerns of Floridians.
No matter whether you consider yourself reli
gious or not, virtually every aspect of your life in
today’s society is somehow affected by religious
history, ideas, practices, and beliefs. Our laws
are rooted in biblical ethics; our towns are laid
out around religious sites; our week is divided
according to events in sacred stories. What hap
pens in and to and about religion in Florida
influences all the institutions of everyday life
education, taxation, justice, morality, politics, the
arts, to name but a few and these in turn are
largely shaped, even in ways we don’t recognize,
by religion. There is not one feature of daily life
psychological, medical, creative, reflective,
reproductive, inter-relational, altruistic, commu
nal, developmental, economic, expressive that
is not part of whatever it is we mean when we
discuss "religion."
The diversity of the religious picture in
Florida goes far in explaining why, for example,
so many struggles over values seem to find their
battleground here, whether it is abortion rights,
the acculturation of homosexuality, vouchers for
private school education, race relations, or immi
gration issues.
Who are we, religiously? It may come as a sur
prise that, despite the growing Hispanic presence
in the state, the percentage of Roman Catholics in
-

-

-

-

Florida 23.2% is lower than the national aver
age, according to 1990 census figures. And while
we have several important Jewish population
centers, Jews constitute only 4.7% of the popula
tion, although this is considerably more than the
national average of 2.2 percent. Getting figures
for the numbers of Jews is more complicated
than it is for Christians, who keep records, of a
general sort, of who attends their churches. Jews
do not do this. I have it on reliable authority that
the way the Jewish population in Miami was
estimated, for instance, was to take the phone
book, count the number of people with a few
chosen Jewish-sounding names, and multiply by
some clearly arbitrary factor. So who knows?
he state’s Muslims are estimated at
merely .1%, though the number is
growing rapidly, both through Asian
and African immigration and through
conversion of African Americans to
Islam. Asians constitute some 1.2 per
cent of Floridians, but that represents a 174%
growth rate over the previous census figures.
While it may be assumed that the majority of
these persons are adherents of traditional Asian
religions primarily Hinduism and Buddhism,
though perhaps also Shinto, Confucianism,
Jainism, and any number of other sects many
Asians are now Christians, and many abandon
formal religion after immigrating or in the sec
ond generation.
If Roman Catholics, Jews, Muslims, and Asian
believers comprise, at the most, some 29 percent
of Floridians, who’s in the other 71 percent?
Another 1 percent declare themselves agnostics
or nothings a good deal fewer than the national
average of 6 percent; Florida is a relatively reli
-

-

-

N0 matter whether you consider yourself relL3ious or not.,
virtually every aspect oi your life in today’s society is somehow
affected b reli3ious history, ideas, practices, and beliefs.
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Religion

in America
Major Denomin
ational Families,
by county, 1990

/.

gious state overall. Some 3 percent more belong
to the Mormons or Latter-Day Saints, or to what
have been called "marginal religions" Jehovah’s
Witnesses, Mennonites, Seventh Day Adventists,
and groups too small to measure in percentages.
Another very small group is Eastern Orthodox.
But by far the largest chunk of Florida’s popu
lation is Protestant. And within that broad cate
gory, the prize goes, without question, to the
Baptists mostly Southern Baptists who com
prise some 22.2 percent or more of Floridians.
This beats the national average of about 19.5 per
cent, leading us to suspect that maybe, from a
religious perspective, Florida is just another
southern state after all. However, figures show
that, compared with every state east of New
Mexico and south of West Virginia, Florida has a
substantially lower percentage of Baptists. By
comparison with its deep-south neighbors, then,
Florida is much less religiously homogeneous,
and much less traditionally southern. There are
lots of other significant protestant populations
here, including an unusually large percentage of
Episcopalians.
When we mix all these religious groups in
with the other forces for values in our society

Percent of Reported
Church Membership

50%+ 25-49%
Baptist
Catholic

-

-

[II]

[

Latter Day Saints
Lutheran

Elli

Methodist
Jewish
Mennonite

-

-

Christian

sOURCE: Assaoiat,on of
Stat,stic,ans of Ame,ioan
Religious Bodies ASARBI
©1992 ASARB.

NOTE: Counties left blank have dominant populations of Adventist. B,ethran, Episcopal, F,iends,
Morav,an, Pentecostal, Presbytef an, Reformed or United Chu,ch of Christ, a, has ,eported
less that 25% population of any denomination. When two a, ma,e churches reported 25-49%
of the population of a voutty. the largest is shown.
Reproduced with permission from Glenmaty Research Cente,

family, politics, the media, the schools, and so on
the struggle for the souls of Floridians heats up.
The struggle will determine whose pews are
filled, but more importantly, who will amass the
clout, the money, and the commitment to define
the values and the state of Florida. This is not so
much a calculated enterprise as the exercise of
straightforward democracy another of our val
ues.
There are plenty of candidates in the derby.
For example, the state is host to an unusual num
-
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ber of Christian evangelists, from Rodney
Howard Brown to D. James Kennedy to R.C.
Sproul to Torrey Johnson, the founder of Youth
for Christ. Charles Mead has established his
reclusive End Time Ministries near Lake City in
Columbia County. Of late, semi-native son
Benny Hinn has deserted Florida for Texas, but
the tenure here of the flamboyant faith healer
helped shaped the religious landscape. Even the
Gideons the group that distributes bibles in
motel rooms are centered in Ocala.
Evangelical entrepreneurs find fertile soil
here. In Jupiter, for example, TV mogul Bud
Paxson, owner of the PAX network, has enlisted
evangelist Gary Templeton to fill a new church
Christ Church of the Palm Beaches located in a
dinner theater once owned by Burt Reynolds.
He aims to use contemporary music and worship
to bring in thousands of people literally
overnight, creating an instant megachurch. And
in Doral, Pastor Stephen J. Alessi has built a
unique ministry aimed at the wealthy, encourag
ing unabashed materialism. His Hotline to
Heaven fields calls from those whose stocks have
tanked and real estate deals have soured, and
prayer vigils focus on such concerns as healthy
bank accounts.
New religions also feel at home here. L. Ron
Hubbard set down the roots of Scientology in
Clearwater, and guru Maharaj Ji brought his
Divine Light Mission here twenty years ago.
One of radio evangelism’s earliest pioneers, H.
Spencer Lewis, broadcast in Tampa on behalf of
his Ancient and Mystical Order Rosae Crucis.
And despite Black Hebrew Yahweh ben
Yahweh’s murder conviction, his followers spon
sor a public-access television program and ambi
tiously sell books, tapes, and other materials.
Fascinating religious communities also flour
ish here. Perhaps the best known is the spiritual
ist community of Cassadaga, on the east coast
between Orlando and Daytona. Founded by
spiritualist E.B. Page, this town has for some fifty
years been home to many spirit mediums, who
channel the advice of spiritual masters and
departed relatives to living persons. The east
-

-

-

-
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so many fascinating
purveyors of religion,
Florida finds itself at the
crossroads 0f a number 0f
religious battles.
coast also boasts Kashi, a Hindu-inspired ashram
headed by guru Ma Jaya Sati Bhagavati, whose
missionary undertakings on behalf of AIDS
patients, drug addicts, and others have earned
respect and admiration from Floridians of all
faiths.
With so many fascinating purveyors of reli
gion, Florida finds itself as other authors in this
issue have noted at the crossroads of a number

Elian OonZateZ is pictured as a miracle hld carried to safety by dolphins in
h5 mural in the Miami nei5hborhood of Cuban-American relatives.

tions to religions and religious controversies are
still maturing.

of socio-religious battles. These controversies are
not unique to this state, but the size, diversity, and
unique cultural features of the state put it where it
always seems to wind up in the limelight.
Interestingly, however, Floridians do not always
seem to absorb the lessons of tolerance and infor
mation-sharing that usually accompany diversity.
For example, I have students in their 20s and 30s
who literally think that Jews have horns, or that
"Catholic" and "Christian" are two non-intersect
ing categories. I have students who have never
heard of Buddhism, or who assume all Muslims
are like the Taliban. I have had older students
who are utterly convinced that a huge under
ground conspiracy of Satanists, led by their par
ents, forced them to perform unspeakable acts
and trained them for world domination in child
hood.
This balkanized and uninformed view of reli
gions is likely to continue, both in terms of some
of the hot-button issues already being fought on
Florida’s streets and airways and of those that
will emerge in the future. In many ways, Florida
is still a state that is growing up, and our reac
-

he most obvious example is the fervor
surrounding the Elian Gonzalez situa
tion, in which ethnic, family, legal, reli
gious, and political values collided
head-on. Commentators from every
social institution, from church to state,
vied for airtime, attention, and adherents while
offering little to clarify muddy waters or help an
emotional populace negotiate the surf. The result:
claims of miracles, conspiracies, and satanic influ
ence; a revival of the anti-communist hysteria of
the 1950s; ethnic and nationalist flag- and fistwaving; and total confusion over the definition of
a family. While many Florida religious leaders
claim the moral authority to help set our values,
their voices throughout this episode were general
ly either too loud or too soft.
No doubt the religious culture of Florida will
continue to produce the unique ambiance we
have come to recognize. The strong fundamental
ist streak that runs throughout the northern and
central parts of the state a trend not limited to
Christians, but including Jews, Muslims, and
Asians, and reflected in the changing politics in
Tallahassee has probably not yet peaked. The
emotional and spirit-filled religion of
Pentecostalism, as seen in Pensacola’s Brownsville
revival, for instance, has also been ignited in other
parts of the state. The same factor drives the
increasing incidence of Marian visions, which are
likely to increase as Catholics from other cultures
cope with the demands of living here.
More frighteningly, as religious fervor over
social issues increases, we are likely to see more
willing martyrs, more religious organizations fun
neling money into political causes, and more
strategic use of the judicial system to win reli
gious points. How well Florida handles its reli
gious controversies, its nascent new religions, its
abundance of eager evangelists, may well deter
mine what its values will be when it grows up. +
-

-

Lesley A. Northup is an associate professor of Religious Studies at
Florida International University.
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FLORIDIANS OF MANY RELIGIONS
TALK ABOUT THEIR BELIEFS, HOW
THEY CAME TO THEMAND HOW
THEY PRACTICE THEM

D

uane D. Dumbleton, 61, aBaha’i, is
president of the Kent Campus of
Florida Community College at

Jacksonville where he also teaches a course in
world religion. A Wisconsin native, he has lived
in Florida 27 years. Jacksonville has the largest
Baha’i community in Florida with 160 adults
and more than 200 members, counting young
people.
"To accept the Baha’i faith you
accept the founders and teachings of
all the great religions. You cannot be a
Baha’i unless you accept Judaism,
Christianit> Islam, Buddhism, and you
can go on. They all came from the
same God and are working for the
same universal goals.
"Essentially, the primary values in Baha’i are
truthfulness, trustworthiness, courtesy... the
value of attaining virtue itself. Each of us, as we
go through this life, one of the purposes is to
attain virtue. As we attain virtue we become a
better person in this life and prepare for the
next. This life is a preparation for the next.
"These values shape one’s relationships,
they shape one’s decisions, and they help one
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respond in the situations one finds oneself in in
life. In all of life, we all go through similar types
of things, education, choosing life’s work,
choosing who we’ll be associated with, how
we’ll raise our children, how we will serve the
community. Those are the result of the core
values.
"I’m in education, and I believe that educa
tion is the means to prepare oneself to make
the best contribution one can.
Education helps one eliminate preju
dices, establish respect and integrfty
One builds values in everything one
does: in school, the workplace, at
home. Values are a constant, they
have to be everywhere part of us;
you cannot separate them out. There is no
time to let down on seeking virtue. You don’t
suspend them when you go the baligame or
the bar. You’re always working to attain virtues
and express values.
"Florida is the same as everywhere. It’s not
a matter of place; it’s a matter of decisions and
relationships. Every place is a good place. I’ve
liked everywhere I’ve ever lived."
-Jane Tanner
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shraf Shaikh, 60, is president
of International Cuisine Inc., a
new frozen food company
that produces a variety of international
entrees. Born in Pakistan, he came to
United States at 26. Since 1974 Shaikh
has been in Jacksonville, home to an
estimated 5,000 Muslims. He serves as

secretary of the Islamic Center of
Northeast Florida.
"The most crucial value that each
of us has to remind ourselves is the fact
that there is a creator, he created this
entire universe with a special purpose

for each and everyone of his creatures.

According to Qur’an, God almighty
appointed mankind to be his vicegerent

on this earth, a representative with a
certain amount of God-given authority.
Since we as human beings have been
empowered to do things that other
creatures, like the
Florida panther,
were not given - to
rf
control and manage
the surroundings to
a certain extent - it
brings with it a
great deal of
responsibility that we had better carry
out in accordance with our creators
commandments. There is absolutely no
doubt that each of us is going to be
held accountable for what we do.
"It reminds me on a continual
basis that I have a limited amount of
time and purpose assigned to me by
my creator. I had better behave. There
is no doubt that I do more than my
share of things that are not in accor
dance with this reminder, but I like to
think that I try fairly hard. Since I have
been permitted to pass through this
life, I should try to make a difference.
‘According to Islam, our faith is
not simply a combination of rituals to
praise our creator and seek his forgive
ness, there is an equally important set
of responsibilities that each of us has
toward his creation.., to our immedi
ate family, extended family, community,
country and human kind as a whole.
Our difficulty comes when we have
either forgotten our original teachings
or diluted them with our preferences
and things that are convenient for us.
"One of the most endearing things
to me as a Muslim in this country, is
that each and everyone of us has total
freedom to practice the teachings of
our faith without any concern that
somebody is going to force you to
change or deny you that right."
-Jane Tanner
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IN SEARCH OF STEVENS
AND HIS DISCIPLES

who sang the sea to life
now watches you. sit by the shore
calmly Ustening to her sounds.
She is the maker and reminds you
of dreams of sea lions,

phosphorescent springs,
and whirlpools.

1-ter silhouette whispers love.
She

tries

approaches you,
to

lure you into the

waters.
sutyou have tied,
to look for order in the skies.

-

Carolina Hospital 1995
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ust across the Florida State Line
near the little town of Fargo,
Georgia is an old church house
made of heart pine. It serves as a
gathering place for Primitive Baptists
from both Florida and Georgia. For 87
years, Nancy Morgan has attended ser
vices with this congregation. "That
church was built way back,"
she recalls. "It’s over 200
years old. My parents were
members of the Primitive
Baptist Church, and I have
been to Bethel Primitive
Baptist Church near Fargo,
Georgia, all my life. It’s just
like going home. I was raised two miles
from that church and I’ve gone to it all
my life and still go to it."
Now the oldest member of her
congregation, Morgan, who lives in the
tiny town of White Springs near Lake
City, is still unwavering in her convic
tions and beliefs about the Primitive
Baptist Church. "Nobody will ever
change me. I pretty well tend to my
business. I have had other churches
come over and beg me to go to their
church. But when I tell them that I am a
Primitive Baptist, an old ‘hard-shell,’
they don’t come back."
While Morgan’s beliefs have
remained constant, the world around

her has changed. When she joined the
Primitive Baptist Church, she was bap
tized in a small creek in North Florida.
She recalls, "I was baptized in Swift

Creek, down here, but I wouldn’t be

baptized in it now because it is polluted.
I think a lot of the churches baptize in
swimming pools since the water is so
polluted now."
On the third Sunday of
October each year, the Bethel
Primitive Baptist Church has its
"Big Meeting." Morgan
describes, "We have the sacra
ment; we serve homemade
bread and homemade wine and it is wine, not grape juice. The men
drink out of one cup and the ladies
drink out of one cup - just a sip. Then
the ladies wash their feet together and
the men wash their feet together.
According to the Bible that’s the way it
should be. But there’s not many church
es that do that anymore."
Morgan finds peace and assurance
in the grace of God. She believes there
isn’t anyone who could be saved with
out it. "No not one according to the
Bible. We just do the best we can.
That’s all we can do. I don’t have to
prove to people what I am. The Lord
knows what I am."

-Jon Kay
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racing the counter of a tiny Vietnamese restaurant in
Tampa are two statutes of Buddha. One is fat and golden,
representing happiness and good cheer. The other is
smaller, orange in color and occupies his own sacred corner, sur
rounded by fresh fruit, sweet wafers, a Lotus flower and burning
incense.
He is the "economic" Buddha, explains Phu.ong Lu, 37, who
works with her relatives at Dong Phu.ong Vietnamese Restaurant
and is a devout Buddhist. "Every morning when I come to work,"
says Phu.ong Lu, whose name means red summer flower, "I
arrange the altar, light incense and pray for myself, my customers
and aunts, uncles and cousins who work here. I ask him to watch
over all of us, let nobody fall, trip, or hurt themselves, that cus
tomers come happy, leave happy, and we have good business."
The daughter of a high-ranking colonel in
the South Vietnamese Army, Phu.ong Lu, then
12, left Saigon with her family three days
before the city fell to the North Vietnamese
on April 30, 1975. Leaving their possessions
behind, the family immigrated to Apple Valley,
Minnesota. After earning a degree in econom
ics and marketing at the University of
Minnesota, Phu.ong Lu moved to Tampa in 1987 to own and oper
ate the storefront restaurant. There are approximately 22,000
Vietnamese residents, many of them practicing Buddhists, in the
Tampa Bay area.
"The difference between Buddhism and other religions is that
Buddhism teaches you not to live in luxury. You can be happy hav
ing absolutely nothing."
"Buddha gave up everything because he wanted to find
enlightenment in himself and for all his people. His philosophy is
that you were born into this world with nothing and you will leave
this world empty-handed."
"I know who I am. I know what makes me sad and what
makes me happy - just the little things in life, that everybody in my
family is in good health, that we have a job, that we wake up in the
morning and see sunshine."
"I have had a lot of people who have tried to talk me into
changing from Buddhism into another religion and to me there are
only three things I never will change - my name, my religion and
my look. What I was born with I will keep. I explain to these peo
ple that my religion teaches me to be kind and good just the same
as theirs. I don’t ever see the Buddhists going out and forcing
other people to change their religious beliefs."

Ph.0

license tag reading "Choose Life IM4IT" hangs in Florida
State Senator Jim Sebesta’s St. Petersburg office. A pro-life
Catholic, Republican Sebesta, whose district encompasses
parts of Pinellas and Hillsborough Counties, successfully sponsored
a bill during the 2000 legislative session calling for the state to make
the controversial tag available.
However, an ongoing lawsuit by pro-choice advocates has
brought distribution to a halt. Sebesta and his allies counter that the
tags and their proceeds once sold are not a religious statement
but merely encourage women who have decided to carry their
pregnancies to term.
Born to an Irish mother and Czechoslovakian father in Pontiac,
Illinois, and educated at Chicago’s Loyola and DePaul Universities,
Sebesta, the father of six children, moved from Illinois to Central
Florida in the early I960s.
"When we first came to Florida from
Chicago I worked in a little town in Central
Jim
Florida by the name of Frostproof. I was the
only Catholic in the whole town. There were
ebesta
some very strong anti-Catholic feelings over
there. I mean real strong. In fact it took me a
long time to convince people who lived there I
wasn’t a fire-breathing ogre who took my directions directly from
Rome. I actually had three things wrong with me - one I was
Catholic, two I was a Yankee, three I was a Republican. The combi
nation of those three things was bad news. I was elected to the
Lake Wales City Commission when I lived there. Now, I haven’t
seen any anti-Catholic feeling for a long long time.
"I believe very strongly that there is a supreme-being and that
we are held accountable for our actions, both in omission and com
mission. You can do it either way. I believe strongly that all human
beings are treated equally in the eyes of God and we should do the
same. In my every day business dealings and in my political life I’ve
tried not to burn any bridges, tried to live the golden rule.
"I have been asked how I can be pro-life and still be in favor of
the death penalty," says Sebesta, a real estate developer who man
aged property operations for the Catholic Diocese of St. Petersburg
before his full-time political career.
"I don’t have any problem with that per se because these are
two entirely different things. Abortion in my opinion is killing a child
who has done zip to society, absolutely nothing. Whereas the death
penalty is reserved for a person who has been convicted by his or
her peers of a capital crime."
- Pamela Griner Leavy
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haron Harvey-Rosenberg didn’t attend Hebrew school
or celebrate the Jewish coming-of-age ceremony for
girls known as Bat Mitzvah. Raised a member of the
African Methodist Episcopal ÂME faith in Cherry Hill, New
Jersey, she is the granddaughter of an ÂME minister in
Philadelphia.
When Harvey-Rosenberg was a young girl her
parents let her go with friends to visit rabbis, attend
synagogue, and read Judaic books. She converted to
Judaism at the age of 31. "People think I made this
big jump from being a Christian African American to
being an African American Orthodox Jew," says
Harvey-Rosenberg, 42, a reporter at the Daily
Business Review serving Miami-Dade, Broward and
Palm Beach County. "The truth is I have, but I haven’t. Some
of the key values of Judaism were also in my parents’ home.
My parents raised me to be a kind and caring person. I always
thought my soul, the Yiddish word is neshama, was connected
to the Jewish religion. Surely there were influences in my
background, my upbringing, my friends. But I think I was born
this way and I was born into a family that encouraged me to
find my path."
Miami Beach residents since 1993, Harvey-Rosenberg,
her husband Avi, sons Tali, 8, Gabriel, 5, and daughter YaeI, 2,
moved to Florida from Manhattan after the couple found it
too expensive and difficult to raise a family in New York City.
They were looking for a place to live that was both fun and
religious and found it on Miami Beach with its thriving Jewish
culture, close proximity to South Beach and excellent Jewish
school system. The three children attend the Rabbi Alexander

S. Gross Hebrew Academy.

"To be Jewish to me is to be observant. Being observant
means I keep Shabbas, the Jewish Sabbath. From sundown
Friday to about an hour after sundown on Saturday I don’t
turn on electricity. I don’t get in the car. I don’t shop. But I live
a life that’s very enjoyable. It’s like a 25-hour time out to
mediate, hang out with friends, walk on the boardwalk on
Miami Beach. On Friday night it’s the candles, the
wine, like a lovely dinner party that happens to be
religious. On Saturday morning we walk to shul
Yiddish for synagogue. I consider it my day to be
unplugged from the intrusion of technology in our
lives."
"Our religion teaches us to treat people as
you would like to be treated," says HarveyRosenberg, who always wears a head covering, a wig or sheit
el, "I think I’m into my early Diana Ross-look now", skirts to
her knee and doesn’t wear shorts or a bathing suit in public.
‘As a reporter being religious means basically reporting a story
in a way that I would like to be treated, being very ethical,
very objective and committed to the truth.
‘A true religious Jew believes not just in the rituals but in
the intent. There is a marriage between what you believe and
what you do, a deep connection. A marriage between the
laws, the things that we practice and the way we treat peo
ple. There can’t be a divorce. It’s a true ritual between the
marriage and the behavior. You light candles for ritual but also
because you want to bring more light into the world. You eat
kosher food but also have to have a kosher mind, kosher
words, kosher sayings, and act kosher in the way you treat
people, do your business deals and in the way you dress."
-

Pamela Griner Leavy
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atricia Sprinkle lives in two different
religious worlds. The Miami author of
murder mysteries and spiritual self-help
books for women is active in the Presbyterian

USA faith, currently serving the denomina
tion’s national headquarters as planning direc
tor for the Presbyterian Year of the Child.
At least two Sundays a month, Sprinkle
attends church with her husband, Bob, a pastor
in a non-denominational charismatic Christian
church. ‘Nhen Sprinkle’s commitment to the
Year of the Child is over in 2001, she intends to
make her husband’s church her fulltime spiritu
al home.
"I will move my attendance to support
what he is doing," said Sprinkle, 56, who is
completing her master’s
degree in religious studies at
Florida International
University. She earned her
undergraduate degree in
English and creative writing
at Vassar College. "This is a
congregation where you
expect the power of the holy spirit to be active
for healing, to instruct some, to give words of
wisdom when needed. My husband has a vision
for this congregation, a gateway fellowship
because Miami is a gateway city. We are com
mitted to the international populations that
come through this community."
"Religious values, to me, mean a concern
for an educated faith. It’s not just an emotional
thing, it involves the depth of your mind as
well.
In everyday life religion is the foundation
on which you make all your decisions. It means
you spend your money for causes instead of
stuff. You buy a house people can come to
rather than a house to show off. It means you
try to arrange your day so peace and quiet
time is a primary part. You give part of your
time every week to people who need it. I think
it just sort of changes the way you look at the
world. You are here as a child and servant of

Patricia
Sprinkle

God, that’s your job."
Sprinkle’s latest book is The Remember
Box, a non-fiction novel about hate and racism
set in 1949 in rural North Carolina, including
murder and abduction. "Murder mysteries are
one of the few forms of moral literature left,"
Sprinkle said.
"The Remember Box is about a girl whose
uncle sent her a box about things that hap
pened in 1949 in his life, things that bring back
memories of that year. Her uncle had been
given a hard time because of his stand on race.
The little girl is sitting there realizing that down
at the core of everything there is goodness
nothing can wipe out.
"To be in touch with goodness in the fren
zy of suffering and pain seems to me to be
something worth doing in life."
- Pamela Griner Leavy
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WISHING HE HAD A THEORY IN KEY WEST

e wanted to have a theory, all

His theory was, to have a theory

great poets have theories, even

you need mainly hunger

though they’re nuts the theories, that is:

which live on theories

Yeat’s gyres, Pound’s money,

like cannibals on missionaries

Williams’s triads, Olson’s

but what could he do

breath, Sty’s deep images and acres of poets

in this generous sleepy town

turning Catholic or renouncing Catholicism,
what fun to be so sure of oneself, what fun
recanting ones previous sureness. And

at the

meanness

end of the world

And hint a vegetarian besides

writing poems about all of this, that

was the point, the poems spill out front
theories, pure peas front piddling pods.

&r

-

front

Peter Meinke,

Trying to Surprise od
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Hoeveler made the toughest decision of his life in

A

my Jo Smith used to be known as Sister Maureen Joseph.
Three days shy of her 19th birthday, Smith entered a
convent to become a member of the Dominican Sisters.
"I was a very religious little girl and felt God was calling me,
that I had a vocation," says Smith who as Sister Maureen Joseph
served as a schoolteacher and administrative assistant. "I was very
idealistic and I think I still am."
In 1976 she decided to leave the order and channel her ideal

ism in a different direction. No longer a nun or a Catholic, today
Smith, 62, is a Unitarian Universalist, active in
the U.U. Fellowship in Gainesville and a lay
campus minister on the University of Florida
campus.
Instead of a creed, the U.U. denomina
tion espouses a set of principles that includes
the "inherent worth and dignity of every per
son, respect for the interdependent web of all
existence, and a free and responsible search for truth and mean
Ing.
"I left the Dominican order because I had to get out from
under that structure and find myself," says the Detroit native who
first came to Florida in 1975 to serve as an administrative assistant
at St.Petersburg’s Free Clinic. "I was a liberal Catholic and liberal
Catholics are hard to find in Florida. Maybe if I had found a place
for myself in the Catholic Church when I was searching, I wouldn’t
be a U.U. now. At first I stayed a Catholic when I left the order.
The church was accepting. My family was accepting. But I felt
rather lost."
In 1981 Smith had moved to Gainesville. She visited the U.U.
fellowship to "look for friends and see what Unitarian
Universalists were all about.
‘As a Catholic, I naturally had some reservations about going
to a Protestant church. I sort of tiptoed in. People were very wel
coming and didn’t try to baptize me or change my beliefs. If they
had I would have run very fast."
Her final split with Catholicism came after twice teaching a
U.U. "Cakes for the Queen of Heaven" curriculum for women
and coming to more of a realization of the patriarchal influence in
religion.
As a nun Sister Maureen Joseph was a "bride of Christ." In
1985 Amy Jo Smith married Stan Ericksen, a retired University of
Michigan psychology professor she met at the Unitarian
Universalist Fellowship. Ericksen died this past spring.
"Stan always said he had quite a challenge following my first
husband," Smith laughingly recalls. "That I changed my name for
my first husband and wouldn’t change it for him."
- Pamela Griner Leavy

August. A Coral Gables-based district judge, he wasn’t this
William
time faced with a decision from the bench. His wife of 50
years lay in a semi-comatose state. Ill for a long time, she was in
extreme pain and breathing only through the aid of a ventilator.
An Episcopalian for 47 years, Hoeveler, with the blessing of two
priests, made what he calls a religious decision and "pulled the
plug."
"That certainly was a religious decision, more than any other
kind as far as I am concerned. I contacted two different priests, two
different doctors. I sought advice, and everyone assured me it was
right. When you see that a patient or a loved one is going to essen
tially be a vegetable, there isn’t much question that it’s fair to them
and to everyone else. Everyone I talked to, and
I talked to many, said there was no question
about it. The church supported me and a priest
was there with me."
William Hoeveler was Catholic and Griffin
Smith was Presbyterian when the couple mar
ried in 1950. "We both wanted a common
ground to educate our children. I was brought up Catholic, but I
was never confirmed. I guess you can say I was almost a Catholic. I
did go to the Catholic church until we got married, and then we
both picked Episcopalian."
"It’s a Catholic church. We have the same sacraments. The
Episcopal church has more thinking, is more liberal. Everyday teach
ings are very much like the Catholic church with the exception of
the belief in the Pope. Also priests can get married and it’s been
proven to be somewhat valid and a good course of life for priests.
As for women priests, I think that’s good."
Hoeveler, who suffered a stroke in February just one day
before he was to preside over the initial hearing on the controver
sial Elian Gonzalez case, does not advocate the assisted-suicide
practices of Dr. Jack Kevorkian. "That’s very different, very danger
ous. Sanctifying euthanasia is a different story. That’s a conscious
patient making a deliberate, overt, attempt to cause his death.
Hoeveler does support Democratic vice-president candidate
Senator Joe Lieberman’s call for more religion in everyday life. "I
endorse his view 100%. I think we are too much directed against
religion. I think there is room for faith in government and everyday
life."
- Pamela Griner Leavy
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ike many Floridians, Jagram "Roger"
Maharaj worships on Sunday morning.
Unlike most, he does it before a host
of murtis or images: Shiva, Krishna, Durga,
Ganesha and other gods
and goddesses. Maharaj,
50, is a member of Shiva
Mandir, believed to be
the first structure in
Florida built as a Hindu
temple. The large white
building in Oakland Park was built a decade
ago by believers from the Caribbean who
now call southeastern Florida home.
"People get confused that we have
many gods," notes Maharaj, a real estate
salesperson who served as president of the
temple from 1994 to 1999. "We believe in
one God, but God is unlimited. How can
you talk about the unlimited? People use a
murti, or form, for the purpose of concen
tration, to fix their minds on something. It
helps them to stay fixed in their devotion."
Maharaj’s life story parallels those of
many South Florida Hindus. His greatgrandparents came to Trinidad from India in 1845, working at
first as salaried laborers for a sugar company. They then bought
their own land, growing rice, cocoa and coffee, as well as sugarcane.
Roger Maharaj came to the United States 19 years ago, just to
see what it was like, visiting relatives in Canada and the U.S. He
finally settled in South Florida in 1987, joining the Florida Hindu
Organization. The group first met in a trailer, then built its temple,
or mandir, in 1991, dedicating it to the god Shiva. Regular worship
falls on Sunday mornings, with observances on traditional Hindu

F

rank English has been on the mainte

nance staff of Escambia High School
since 1975. Students over the years

have learned that they could turn
unabashedly to "Frank" when they had a
problem. The new generation, as English
calls them, was no
exception. Graduating
classes had told the new
students about Frank.
"When ninth graders
come in, they already
know something about
Frank. When kids get in
trouble, Frank is the one you go down to
see. Nobody but Frank."
Following a rash of classroom fires at the school last year, stu
dents went to Frank. They feared for their safety. They felt gangs
were taking over the schools. "Everybody was saying, ‘You know
about the gangs.’ One thing I said was, ‘God holds the future. God
doesn’t care about gangs and we’re going to get in a huddle right
here and now." With that, English and three students began to pray.
As he explains it: "We started out with three kids, and those
had my hair standing up over my head - and I don’t even have hair
on my head. They were sincere. And the next day we had 700 kids
in front of the school with guitars and bibles."
Things started happening. "The prayer meetings continued for
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holidays, such as Shivratri each spring,
Krishna Janamashtmi in late summer and
Divali each fall.
Maharaj also follows his own daily
devotions. After his morning shower, he
sits on the floor cross-legged before an
altar with murtis of Shiva, Lakshmi and
Krishna. He gives thanks for the blessings in
his life, "for who I am and what I have."
Maharaj’s beliefs impact directly on his
real estate business, as well as his personal
relationships.
"To me, the main value in Hinduism is
respect for life and nonviolence. Life is a
gift from God. It is part of God. So you
must respect all living things."
He quotes the Bhagavad-Gita, in
which Krishna says: "I am the universal self,
seated in the heart of all beings, so I alone
am the beginning and the middle and also
the end of all beings."
In business, such godly values require
telling the truth and keeping promises, he
says. "I can’t see myself doing something
that is wrong. It’s important that people
trust you. When you say you’ll do something, you do it."
Also affecting his daily life is the belief in karma, the law of
moral cause and effect. "It teaches that whatever you do comes
back to you. Like they say in America, whatever goes around,

comes around. If you go to the Bible, you’ll see that Christ said,
Whatever you sow, so shall you reap.’ Most religions have basic
teachings of respect for one another. I have friends who are
Christian and friends who are Muslim. My experience is that

Hinduism is respected by others."
-James D. Davis

a year. Finally the gangs came to the
prayer group. The gang is totally differ
ent now." He began speaking with the
gang members: "I told the gang mem
bers: ‘You got a brother and a sister?
This is where it starts. You’ve got to
look out for them. You don’t want your
little nephew and niece around here
and somebody shoots. Innocent people
get killed. You’ve got to do things right

because all that’s around you is good.

You want to know about yourself,
[then] you’ve got to know some of
these stories in the book. You’re gonna
‘
read about yourself.’
"These guys changed, and they had
no more trouble out of those kids."
Why did the disgruntled students set the fires in the first place?
"To try to get back at some of the teachers. See, if you don’t be a
good role model, it isn’t gonna work, because they are already
grown people. And you can’t whoop them. It is no good. You’ve
got to tell them and walk the path you tell them."
English walks that path daily. On Sundays he can be heard play
ing bluesy gospel music with his three brothers at his prayer group
at the Baptist ÂME Church on Eighth Avenue in Pensacola, where
his father, Reverend Eddie English, is the pastor.
- Pamela Bordelon
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RELIGION AND COMMUNITY

Florida’s religious history started early
and has charted a course all its own
By Samuel S. Hill
lorida is a secular society, but
it is far from unreligious." So
a major Florida political figure
described his state in a conversation a
few years ago. For all of their dis
plays of hedonistic living and the
general shortage of norms and tradi
tion, Floridians take religion pretty
seriously. On this subject as on so
many others the Sunshine State con
founds us with surprises.
"You name it, Florida has it" may
not apply to weather or topography,
but it does pertain to the massive
diversity of religious bodies and
groupings to be found here and to
lots of other forms and patterns, of
course.
The story of religion in Florida is
part of the story of religion in
America. That is obvious. But this
truism scales to profundity when you
qualify "America" in two ways: by
including reference to the nation in
the period before 1700; and by taking
seriously the America that lay to the
south "Latin America," as we call it.
Before Florida became a Territory
of the USA in 1821, then a state in
1845, the history of the area and its
people was quite distinctive, unlike
that of any colonies or states either
nearby or far away. While good dic
tion does not permit us to say that
Florida is "more unique" than other
states, it certainly stands in a category
by itself.
From 1565 to 1821, La Florida
was a colony of Spain, with the
exception of the years 1763 until 1783,
when it was a British colony. Its peo
ples of European descent were mostly
Spaniards, who at times coexisted
agreeably alongside the native Indian
population and at others attempted to
use their dominant position to con
vert them. The prevailing religion was
-
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Roman Catholicism; Spain’s "estab
lished religion" was Florida’s.
During the brief British Empire years,
some Anglican influence developed,
meaning that Episcopalians as
American Anglicans became after
1785 were present, in actuality only a
small number. At any rate, old world
patterns of church-state relationships
carried over into this part of the new
world. The same was true of nearly
every American colony including the
legendary New England Puritan soci
ety, which had its legally designated
and publicly supported state church.
Yet there never were many
Catholics in the colony. In fact, the
entire population was small, nearly
all of it stretched between present-day
Jacksonville and St. Augustine on the
Atlantic west to Pensacola. Here we
may learn something about Florida’s
unfolding history by looking ahead
and discovering that Catholics were
not to be numerous for a long time,
until twentieth century migrations
south from New England and the
Midwest enticed sun-seekers; and as
political and economic conditions
were prompting Caribbean peoples to
move north to the peninsula. A fur
ther lesson comes home when we
note that during the early decades of
the twentieth century, vigorous antiCatholic sentiment made life more
than uncomfortable for members of
this historic Church who made up
only three percent of the population.
In fact, some of that sentiment crystal
lized into laws that let Catholics
know that they were suspect and
their religious practices were regard
ed as superstitious or worse.
We catch up with those advanced
movements of the early years of the
past century or so by observing that
by 1830 or so Florida had acquired a
population and adopted a culture that
was characteristic of the southern

region of the United States. That
should occasion little surprise when
we realize that most newcomers to
Florida hailed from the states of the
Southeast, especially Georgia and
Alabama just over the boundary, and
the two Carolinas not so distant.
Already, by the early years of the
nineteenth century, the evangelical,
free-church denominations were
attaining popularity there; they were
soon to dominate the religious life of
the society. Everywhere Methodists
and Baptists were planting congrega
tions and recruiting members, with
Presbyterians more influential than
their smaller numbers would suggest.
Noticeably absent or with tiny popu
lations were many groups later to
achieve strength of size and influence:
Roman Catholics, Episcopalians,
Lutherans, and Congregationalists.
Only here and there were Jewish fam
ilies to be found.
Thus, from the 1820s until after

White and black worshipers grew apart after aboli
tion and stayed apart well into the twentieth century.

Scenes from roughly the same era in the mid-30s, in
Gainesville top and Bartow left.

the Second World War, Florida was,
primarily, a southern state. Its seces
sion from the United States of
America only 16 years after statehood
to affiliate with the Confederate States
of America dramatizes the point. This
was demonstrated in a number of
ways, none sharper than the duplica
tion of the South’s religious patterns.
The Southern Baptists and the
Methodist Episcopal Church, South,
were the largest and most at home,
with Presbyterian and other
Protestant bodies plainly in evidence.
It was emphatically a Protestant cul
ture, and the South’s kind at that
very different from New England’s or
the Midwest’s.
The replacement of the tradition
al European patterns by a cultural
style of religious life that befit
American reality and more, the ways
and forms of the South, had solidified
by the 1830s. This meant that slaves
made up part of the population in
fact, a large minority and that their
-
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religious life accorded, by name and
in broad outline, with that of their
white masters. Yet, the story of the
black church in Florida, as every
where, had a life of its own. Early the
Christian message was preached and
services were opened to the slaves.
Many embraced the faith. When abo
lition had made it socially impossible
for the two races to express the same
faith together and both necessary and
legal for black citizens to found and
govern their own church life, they got
busy and did precisely that. Thus
during the century that culminated
with World War II, they founded sev
eral Baptist and Methodist bodies. By
the I 920s the Pentecostal and holiness
movements were invading the penin
sula, claiming both black and white
members occasionally in integrated
congregations.
The developments we have been
citing refer to the extension of
Florida’s history from the Spanish
period to the territorial years, to its
incorporation into southern culture.
That waves of newcomers in our state
brought their religion with them
often intensified and built a com
munity around shared belief was an
experience little different from that of
early colonists or settlers of the fron
tier that moved ever westward. But it
was different quantitatively. No sin
gle group dominated as did, say, the
Scandinavian Lutherans who began
-
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coming to Minnesota in the mid-I 800s
or the waves of Irish and Italian
immigrants who settled in
Massachusetts around the turn of the
century. And because bigger waves
of newcomers were to come later for
Florida, they would far outnumber
descendants who continue to shape
the religious character of those other
states.
By the 1920s discontinuities were
beginning to mark the state culturally,
socially, politically, and ethnically.
Transportation advances were making
travel to the beaches and the warmth
of the "magic kingdom" increasingly
inviting. Railroads had existed from
the 1870s; but automobiles brought the
construction of highways and travelers
on a large scale by the 1930s. What
had been a playground for the well-todo became a popular tourist destina
tion and, more and more, home to
Americans of several regions and reli
gions. Most notably, Jews and
Catholics settled in the state, contribut
ing their perspectives and cultures to
the hitherto largely Protestant mix.
Diversity, the simple presence of
several sorts of religious groups, had
phased into pluralism, the coexistence
of multiple groups with none having
more legitimacy than any others.
The description-defying Florida of
our time has moved some distance
from the European, then southern,
regional, political, social, cultural, and
religious unit that lasted for much
longer than three centuries.
And the beat goes on. For the
present and for the future that we can
imagine, the diversity will expand,
perhaps dramatically. Muslims,
Hindus, Buddhists, New Age forms,
and still others challenge the state to
deal with issues of a pluralistic soci
ety. The society’s maturity will be put
to severe testing as it tries genuinely
to honor and protect all forms of tra
ditional and emerging practice. There
is peril on either side of that goal
slipping into a pattern of crypto
favoritism as in states where
Catholicism, Protestantism or
Mormonism is unofficial orthodoxy
or the equally undesirable alternative
of a dull tolerance that amounts to the
establishment of neutrality and nonreligion. +
Samuel S. Hill is Professor Emeritus
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of Religion at the University of Florida.
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few years ago, shocking news emerged
from west Broward County. A quarrel at
the Sikh gurudwara in Davie turned vio
lent. Gunshots cracked. Worshippers were
injured. Neighbors, including those at a
Hindu temple, were amazed that the peaceful gathering
had turned violent.
The issue which provoked the quarrel? Chairs.
In India, Sikh worshippers pray seated on the floor;
but in America some have become so accustomed to
chairs that they find extended periods of floor sitting too
much for their backs. The traditionalists demanded that
the chairs be removed. Modernist leaders of the congre
gation were more concerned with back pain than with
this small detail of tradition. The sides were drawn: tra
dition versus modernity, the home country versus the
adopted country, chairs versus floors.
This quarrel was not unique to Davie. Tensions
between continuity and change, native custom and
American ways, are playing themselves out in Asian
immigrant communities throughout Florida, as they
always have been and still are wherever large popula
tions of immigrants from other cultures have gathered.
Migration patterns have affected Florida as much, or
more, than any state in the union. Home to large groups
of Caribbean islanders, Latin Americans, French
Canadians, and Africans, as well as Asians, Florida is
also the terminus of migrants from other parts of the
country. They bring with them religious patterns, new to
our state but at times as old or older than the United
States.
These culturally unique groups continually wrestle
with issues of assimilation and multicultural identity
issues that are often played out in religious settings. In
parts of Tampa, Italian traditions are prevalent; in North
Miami Beach, Saturday is more a day of worship than of
commerce, due to the majority orthodox Jewish popula
tion. In Lantana, the descendents of Finnish settlers cele
brate an elaborate Scandinavian Christmas; many
Cubans in Miami-Dade County struggle to balance their
Roman Catholic faith with the Santeria overlays of their
African heritage.
While Florida’s Asians are but one of many such
groups, they are the fastest growing one in America, and
their experience is illustrative. It has been estimated that
the Asian population of the United States grew at a rate
of 174 percent during the decade 1980-90. The 1990 cen
sus found 154,000 Asian Americans in Florida.
It is important to avoid over-generalizing the image
of the Asian American as a model community, chock full
of engineers, physicians and entrepreneurs. While there
are indeed many upper-middle-class immigration suc
cess stories to be found among North America’s Asians,
many others suffer from unemployment and under
employment, discrimination and a lack of support ser
vices. The contemporary Asian-American search for reli
gious practice and values appropriate for their new set
ting is made more complex by the phenomenon of their
religious "American cousins," westerners who have
adopted one or another form of Buddhism, Hinduism,
Sufism or Sikhism.
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Adapting

Asian

Values
For recent immigrants, making
tradition work in this country
is anything but simple
By Nathan Katz
One should distinguish between local institutions
based on traditional forms of religion found in Asian cul
tures, which draw membership largely from the AsianAmerican ethnic community, and exported and adapted
forms of Asian religions. The issue of "American
cousins" is complex for many reasons, not the least of
which is that the religions they practice are uniquely
modern varieties of Asian religions. At times, the rela
tionship between "American cousins" and traditional
Asians has been strained. Raymond Brady Williams of
Wabash College notes that "a complex dynamic of attrac
tion and revulsion exists." For example, such modern
forms of Hinduism as the International Society for
Krishna Consciousness Hare Krishnas, the Vedanta
Society, and Transcendental Meditation
all well estab
lished in Florida
were shaped by the expectation that
westerners might become attracted to their emphasis on
meditation, spirituality and practices. What was not part
of this set of expectations were the very issues of most
concern to immigrants: how to transmit cultural identity
to their children, how to build a transplanted communi
ty, how to compete in the American marketplace of ideas.
These new concerns led to confusion on the part of
many Americans, and even at times on the part of some
Asian Americans, as to the nature of Hinduism.
Purportedly Indian religious movements were, in fact,
organizations for Americans interested Indian religions.
Those Asians who came to the Unites States early during
the second wave, beginning in 1965 when immigration
laws for Asians were loosened, were among the most
-

-

Vijaya Shankar takes a moment to pray to the Indian God
Lakshmi, Goddess of wealth and prosperity. Lakshmi adorns
the wall inside Shankars variety store in Tampa.

highly trained back home, English-educated with either
technical skills in medicine, computer sciences, engi
neering, and the like or entrepreneurial experience.
They were among the least traditional back home.
Arriving in North America, they found few compatriots.
Often, an Asian community was centered around an eth
nic market and held its community events, often reli
gious in character, in nearby university lecture halls.
Time passed, and these young technicians and busi
ness leaders began having their own families here; they
discovered they were raising young Americans, rather
than young Indians or Chinese. Repelled by the extrava
gant materialism and amoral culture they perceived in
American teenagers, they felt a need to transmit tradi
tional values to their American offspring.
In traditional Asian societies, this is often done pri
marily by grandparents and secondarily at the temple.
However, now grandparents were likely still in the home
country, and the temple did not yet exist. This resulted in
two attempts to transmit traditional values: the summer
back home, which often as not was found by the teenager
to be an alienating experience; and the construction of
temples and importing of priests or monks, many of
whom spoke Hindi or Thai but not the colloquial English
of the teenagers. Neither attempt was entirely successful,
but both have become mainstays of cultural continuity.
The occasional Asian festival or university course in
Hinduism or Buddhism have also become fixtures.

This pattern reasonably describes the issues sur
rounding values in the Indian American and Chinese
American communities, with some significant differ
ences. Hindu temples have sprung up in Dade, Broward,
and Hillsborough counties. The Hindu priesthood is in
some cases imported directly from India; in other cases,
it is found among the Caribbean Hindu community per
sons of Indian origin whose families have spent several
generations in Trinidad or Jamaica or Guyana before
immigrating to the United States. A Sunday school, usu
ally called a gurukulam "teacher’s family", with classes
in religion, classical dance, and a smattering of Indian
languages, typically is appended to the temple, which
doubles as a community center. Performances of both
pop and classical Indian music and dance are held with
some regularity, and in some communities, such as in
Miami and in Tampa, large-scale cultural festivals pro
mote community solidarity and simultaneously present
an image of the community to the rest of us.
The pattern is markedly different among the pre
dominantly Buddhist, Thai, and Vietnamese communi
ties, both of which are substantial in Florida, as well as
the much smaller Laotian and Cambodian Khmer com
munities. There are also Chinese and Korean Buddhist
temples in Miami, and Burmese Buddhists from around
Florida gather at private homes for Thingyan, the
Burmese new year. Most Southeast Asians came as
political refugees fleeing war and/or oppression in their
homelands. These differing circumstances are reflected
in the demographics of the communities themselves.
Florida’s Southeast Asian refugees tend to be less well
educated with important exceptions, less professional
ly-oriented, less fluent in English and generally less
affluent. Thus, the first concern of these communities
was self-help. They began by establishing English classes
and immigrant advocacy groups. When they later built
their Buddhist temples in Homestead, Fort Walton
Beach, Tampa, St. Petersburg and Orlando, in addition
to their classically religious mission, job training and lan
guage classes were major activities.
There was relatively little interaction with their
"American cousins," for whom Buddhism was about
meditation and nirvana. The concerns of the newcomers
were far more immediate and practical. Their religion
was a "Buddhism of faith" with its emphasis on merit
and worship.
Finding a fit for some Asian-based religions can
include volunteering for multi-cultural social action
groups or spelling Christians doing essential work on
Christmas and Easter. The big picture for Asian
American leaders is to craft a special, mutually beneficial
relationship between their native and adopted homes,
especially as regards diplomacy and commerce. What
unites both types of communities
the more and the
less affluent, the Hindu and Buddhist
is a sincere
desire to be accepted as part of the American religious
mosaic. +
-
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e map of religion is defined by sacred spaces. Floridians, like peoples everywhere, see religion in
terms of those places that seem especially holy. The sacred can be found both in natural sites and
in human constructions. From Mount Sinai to Notre Dame, from the Ganges to Stonehenge,
from the caves of Lascaux to the Valley of the Kings, human beings through the ages have found and
built places that are redolent of spiritual meaning.
Floridas sacred sites are both old, as in the colonial churches of St. Augustine, and new for exam
ple, the Clearwater office window believed by many to display the image of the Virgin Mary They rep
resent both institutionalized religion and independent expressions of spirituality. In their beauty and
diversity, they mirror the people, the beliefs, and the holy landscape of a state rich in all three.
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Shul at Bal
Harbour, Surfside
Home to both religious
and social programs, this
bustling shul serves Jews
at all levels of observance.
Services are conducted in
English, Spanish, French
and Russian for this
highly international
congregation.

CE
Shrine of La Caridad del
Cobre, Miami
On the grounds of Mercy Hospital, this
shrine is the spiritual home for many of
South Florida s Cuban Americans.
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FLORIDA’S SACRED PLACES

Bok Tower Gardens, Lake Wales
With its majestic moss-covered trees, sweeping vistas and woodland gardens, Bok Tower Gardens is
a place of solitude and meditation. Built by publisher and humanitarian Edward Bok, the gardens
and a carillon tower sit on the Lake Wales ridge, the highest point on the Florida peninsula.
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Basilica of St. Augustine
Founded in 1565, the Cathedral-Basilica of St.
Augustine is the mother church of Florida.
Started as a small Spanish mission, the
Cathedral-Basilica has played a vital role in
the religious, social and political history of
Florida.

Chua Phat Phap
Buddhist Temple,
St. Petersburg
Tucked behind a boatworks on a busy boule
vard in St. Petersburg,
Chua Phat Phap Buddhist
Temple provides a quiet
sanctuary for its members,
mostly immigrants from
Vietnam.

Madonna window,
Clearwater
Whether seen as divine inter
vention or optical illusion,
the Madonna image on this
Clearwater bank building
attracts both the devout and
the curious.
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ELORIDAS SACRtD PLACES

Shiva Mandir,
Oakland Park
Believed to be the first struc
ture in Florida built as a
Hindu temple, Shiva Mandir
was built a decade ago by
believers from the Caribbean
who now call southeastern
Florida home.

Cassadaga, Near Orlando
Called "The South’s oldest spiritual community," and a "metaphysical
mecca," Cassadaga was established more than a century ago on the prin
ciple of continuous life, the idea that spirits of the dead commune with
the living. Today it is on the National Register of Historical Places.

Crystal River Indian Mounds
The site of as many as a thousand burials
the Crystal River Indian Mounds was a
sacred site for aboriginal Floridians from
200 B.C. to 1400 A.D. The sites are visit
ed by thousands of people each year.

St. Michael’s Cemetery, Pensacola
Set aside by the King of Spain in 1807, St. Michaels Cemetery in
Pensacola holds the remains of Florida earliest European settlers.

Miami Circle
Surrounded by mod
ern Miami skyscrap
ers, the Miami Circle,
according to archae
ologists, was a sacred
burial and ceremonial
site for the Tequesta
Indians more than
2,000 years ago.
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Religion Gets Some Respect
Once a news backwater, the topic receives growing media attention
By James D. Davis
eligion shows no sign of fading as a defining
trait of American life in the opening decades of
the 21st century, becoming an even richer mix of
ects and traditions," reports a study released by
the New York-based Inter-religious Information Council.
"America remains a nation of restless souls shopping for a
religious tradition that meets their needs," writes the
study’s coordinator Kenneth Briggs: "The thirst for reli
gious sustenance seems unabated."
News organizations, particularly the print media, have
responded to this thirst with more religion coverage.
According to the American Journalism Review, space in print
publications devoted to religion news doubled over the last
35 years. Florida newspapers reflect the national trend.
Several, including those in Orlando, West Palm Beach,
Tampa, Lakeland and Fort Lauderdale have full-time reli
gion reporters; some also have part-time religion writers.
The trend has reached smaller cities as well. The
Stuart/Port St. Lucie News runs eight-to-twelve religion
pages each Saturday. The Tallahassee Democrat includes a
color front page in weekly religion coverage that fills almost
two pages. And the Gainesville Sun regularly covers a broad
range of religious topics, from Lenten customs, Buddhist
meditation and the Hindu holiday of Navarathri to a com
parison of kosher and halal foods.
In broadcast media, coverage is much more spotty.
Local stations and most networks treat religion like any
other story, but ABC-TV hired a national religion reporter in
1994. PBS started a weekly religion news show three years
later. NPR does religion reports from both coasts, and CBC

REUGION

Radio One in Toronto has a regular religion show, called
Tapestry. But while the media, particularly print, are pro
ducing more reports on religion, ethics and values, the
quality of that coverage is uneven at best. Moreover, the
response of religious leaders and the faithful to this
increased attention has been less than enthusiastic.
Part of the problem is that many media people find the
diversity of the subject baffling. The Vanderbilt study finds
the media unsophisticated in religion, and when they cover
anything more complex than a religious holiday there is a
"chasm of misunderstanding." Conservative religious lead
ers complain that the media reveal bias simply by the issues
they highlight and the adjectives they tend to use. Thus, lib
eral sources often are reported less critically than conserva
tive ones.
An example in southeastern Florida has been
Reclaiming America for Christ, an annual rally founded by
Presbyterian minister D. James Kennedy. Hundreds gather
in Fort Lauderdale to hear polemics against abortion, femi
nism, homosexuality and other liberal causes. Although the
Sun-Sentinel never ran an editorial on the issue, two of its
columnists often excoriated the minister for allegedly
breaching church-state separation. However, when Mt.
Hermon AME Church sponsored a rally for gubernatorial
candidate Steve Pajcic, and when Bill Clinton campaigned
at a synagogue in Delray Beach, no such alarms were
raised.
Kennedy and his supporters understandably cried bias,
and Sun-Sentinel editor Earl Maucker agreed that the com
plaint may have some basis. "Many journalists tend to be
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Castles in the Sand
The Life and Times
of Carl Graham Fisher
Mark S. Foster
The definitive biography of one
of the most energetic, versatile
entrepreneurs of the early 20th
century....

Fisher played a

major role in teaching adult
Americans how to play.
Cloth, $24.95

Miami’s Parrot
Jungle and Gardens
Cory H. Gittner
A glimpse into the tropical fan
tasy world that represented
Florida tourism for postwar
America.
Paper, $12.95

100% Pure

Florida Fiction
Edited by Susan Hubbard and
Robley Wilson
"Brighter than a digital print-out
a full-featured map of
Florida’s imaginative landscape
at the stark turning of the
millervnial moment-with visions

and aftershocks that linger in the
mind long after reading."-Joe
David Bellamy, Fiction
International
Cloth, $49.95 and Paper, $16.95

Orange Pulp
Stories of Mayhem, Murder,
and Mystery
Edited by Maurice J. O’Sullivan
and Steve Glassman
"A compelling case for ranking
Florida right up there behind
New York and California as
America’s leading fictional crime
venue. "-Kirkus Reviews
Cloth, $24.95

Up for Grabs
A Trip Through Time and
Space in the Sunshine State
John Rothchild
"Grand reading....deliciously
underscores the bizarre quality of
Florida."-Publishers Weekly
Paper, $19.95

Going to Miami
Exiles, Tourists and Refugees
in the New America
David Rieff
"In the book’s impressionistic
and personal moments, Rieff
succeeds in capturing the mood
of the city. He is pleasantly open
to the place he is exploring and
generally maintains a stance of
naïveté-the mark of a good

travel writer. "-New York Times
Book Review

Miami, U.S.A.
An Expanded Edition
Helen Muir
"The best book ever written on
Miami." -Tampa Tribune
"A breezy, friendly history of
Greater Miami from its days as a
trading post to the present era."
-Publishers Weekly
cloth, $24.95

Cassadaga
The South’s Oldest
Spiritualist Community
Edited by John J. Guthrie, Jr.,
Phillip Charles Lucas,
and Gary Monroe
"At Cassadaga the New Age does
not appear as a foreign element
on America’s religious landscape
but rather as a domestic product
that is as American as the Bible
Belt and as deeply rooted in our
national religious longings. "Ann Braude, Harvard University,
The Divinity School

Pensacola during
the Civil War
A Thorn in the Side
of the Confederacy
George F Pearce
"A worthy addition to the increasing scholarship on Florida’s
military contribution to the
Confederacy."-Georgia
Historical Quarterly
Cloth, $29.95

Slavery in Florida
Territorial Days
to Emancipation
Larry Eugene Rivers
"The definitive account of slavery
in Florida....I know of no other
state study that does as much so
well."-George M. Fredrickson,
Stanford University
Cloth, $29.95

Photography by Gary Monroe
Cloth, $29.95

Order through full-service booksellers,
our website at www.upf.com or toll free:
1-800-226-3822 with VISA or M/C.

Paper, $14.95
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RELIGION AND MEDIA
civil libertarians," Maucker says. "They got into the busi
ness to give voice to those who have none, to speak for the
poor and downtrodden." He added that newspapers are
loathe to tell their columnists what to write, even if columns
break with newspaper policy.
The Rev. Henry Lyons enjoyed a respectful press as
president of the National Baptist Convention, the largest
African-American denomination, until the St. Petersburg
Times ran a series of stories reporting that he was dipping
into church funds to finance his rich lifestyle.
Lyons hit back, playing the race card. "What are you
trying to imply? That blacks in this country cannot be suc
cessful?" he asked reporters at a
press conference. For a while he
refused even to speak to white
media. Finally, when Lyons was con
victed of embezzlement in April
1999, he tearfully apologized to
everyone except the press.
The
so-called
Pensacola
Outpouring, a marathon Pentecostal
revival, drew bemused but benign
features for a couple of years after it
started in 1995. Then the Pensacola
News Journal began investigating
claims of miracles and the expensive
lifestyles of the church’s leaders; the
series of stories involved at least four
reporters. Leaders and friends of the
church, the Brownsville Assembly of
God, first complained about the crit
icism; then the pastors began toning
down appeals for money. The News
Journal also tried some fence mend
ing by writing on the positive impact
of the church’s ministries.
Despite a common perception of
newspapers as enemies of religion,
most editors themselves are religious
72 percent, according to the
Vanderbilt study. The problem is
more subtle: Editors usually regard
faith more as a private, personal
process than a public matter, such as
business or government.
Maucker says he considers reli
gion a "special interest group," simi
lar to Democrats, Hispanics or others who want to see good
reflections of themselves in the media. "There’s contention
among religions, and inside religions," he says. "It requires
care, balance and the right level of coverage. It’s not easy."
At its worst, the media can create religious events. Such
stories often revolve around perceived supernatural phe
nomena: a light on a Jesus statue in Miami, the face of Jesus
on the side of a church in Bradenton, a watermark in
Clearwater resembling the Madonna. In each case, the
sequence is similar. An event draws attention from locals.

Reporters get wind and descend with cameras, notepads,
microphones and broadcast trucks. The coverage draws
even more interest. Then the media cover the furor that they
helped create.
In May of 1993, a Hollywood woman, Rosa Lopez,
began seeing visions of the Virgin Mary. At first only her
family and friends paid attention to her monthly "locu
tions," or public messages; but crowds mushroomed to
4,000 after local newspapers, TV and radio started covering
the events. At one point, the reporters even included a rock
group whose lead singer filed reports to a radio station via
cell phone. After the media frenzy abated, the crowd
shrank quickly to about 100.
Broadcast journalism brings dif
ferent dynamics to religion news
dynamics, it can be argued, both bet
ter and worse. Electronic media can
capture the sweep and color of reli
gion: the swinging censer, the
Buddhist gong, the exuberant gospel
choir, jubilant Hasidic dancing. Its
specialty is the sound bite and the
surface impression. In controversies,
TV and radio usually scan the event,
quote someone on each extreme,
then try to forecast the outcome.
Moderate views, social and historical
nuances, are lost.
"TV is abysmal in covering reli
gion," says Michelle Bearden, who
reports on religion both for print and
TV in the consolidated newsroom of
the Tampa Tribune and the NBC affili
ate, WFLA.
"Most television
reporters don’t have the luxury of a
beat. Whatever news is driving them
that day, that’s the car they get into.
And someone who doesn’t know a
beat will go for the sensational
story."
In the end, the media will likely
come to terms with religion much the
way they have with other groups:
respect, research, detail, enduring
attention to the way religion perme
ates and undergirds the life of com
munities. Not that the two camps
should become cozy. For religion and the media, a mutual
skepticism might well dovetail with mutual respect, each
displaying its own view of reality, each keeping a reality
check on the other. The main revelation over the last two
decades for journalists, if not for the public is that peo
ple pray, sing, wed, mourn and celebrate. And that they
don’t confine the Spirit to the sanctuary. +
-
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RELIGION AND POLITICS

How the Christian Right
Waxed and Waned in Florida
It’s a case study of
the interface of
strong beliefs with
hot issues. But
despite money,
organization and
fervor, the Right has
fallen short of its
agenda and may be
ready to move on.

By Adam L. Silverman

n the study of religion’s influence on politics Florida is some
thing of an anomaly. Florida’s religious demographics do not
resemble those of the other states that surround it. Rather than
looking like a Bible Belt state, Florida more closely approximates
the North East. In Florida, as opposed to the rest of the South,
Catholics make up the largest single religious denomination. But
while Florida may be demographically different from its closest
neighbors, much of its political activity is similar, especially when
religion and politics intersect.

I

A good way to understand how
religion makes a political impact is
the "Crime Novel Theory" of
Kenneth D. Wald, professor of politi
cal science and Director of Jewish
Studies at the University of Florida.
Wald posits three necessary and suffi
cient conditions for religion to affect
politics: motive, means, and opportu
nity. Motive would include the adop
tion of a given religious identity and
a strong attachment to its ideals and
values. Means refers to the resources
of a movement or group money and
people but also an organization that
mobilizes adherents around action
able dogma. Oppor-tunity, in this
context, means an issue opening into
the political sphere.
For a quarter century now, the
Christian Right has met all three stan
dards for political potency Member
ship in Evangelical, Charismatic, and
Fundamentalist groups has remained
fairly constant at about 20% of the US
population. Adherents of the
Christian Right perceive many social
and political issues through the lens
of their faith. And the most effective
of the Christian Right organizations
the Moral Majority, the Christian
Coalition, Focus on the Family, and
the Family Research Council have
been well-financed and can mobilize
-

-

-

-
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huge memberships. Christian Right
theology, dogma, and values can be
framed in readily understood and
emotionally powerful terms.
Moreover, many political issues from
the ethical debates surrounding abor
tion, stem cell research, and capital
punishment to social concerns such
as school curriculums, provide an
opportunity to engage in religiously
motivated political behavior.
Early on, Christian Right activity
was undertaken at the federal, state
and local levels. Much of it coincided
with the realignment of the two major
political parties in the post civil rights
and Roe v. Wade periods. As many
Christian Evangelicals, Charismatics,
and Fundamentalists viewed it,
America was moving away from their
core values on such issues such as
abortion, contraception, the equal
rights amendment, and capital pun
ishment. But despite its passion and
organization, the movement failed to
achieve much success on its agenda
nationally That dictated a shift
toward state and local arenas
Florida among them. In these venues,
the Christian Right did much better.
For instance, much of the debate over
the mission, orientation, and
resources of the public schools takes
place at the state and local level. In
-
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such matters as textbook and curricu
lum decisions the Christian Right has
won many of its greatest victories.
And, while few restrictions have
been placed on abortion at the feder
al level, forty-three states and the
District of Columbia have imple
mented at least one restriction
regarding abortion.
Florida is a rich study of the
movement its partial successes and
unmet goals. In Florida no single
religious denomination accounts for
more than fifteen percent of the pop
ulation. Furthermore, while approxi
mately seventy percent of Americans
claim to profess some religious faith
this number is much smaller in
Florida less than fifty percent of
Floridians. There is no clear-cut
‘powerhouse’ denomination or sect
to dominate Florida’s politics. But all
that can be viewed as an opportunity
for those intensely religiously moti
vated. So Florida has been a key reli
gious battleground on a number of
issues school prayer, curriculum,
and textbook issues, and civil protec
tions for homosexuals.
The Florida legislature has
recently passed, and under Governor
Jeb Bush enacted, several pieces of
legislation pertaining to abortion.
The two best known have outlawed
the procedure commonly referred to
as "partial-birth" abortion and autho
rized the "Choose Life" license plate.
For several successive years Florida’s
legislature had sent the governor leg
islation that criminalized the perfor
mance of "partial-birth" abortions
by licensed physicians. The late
Governor Lawton Chiles vetoed the
legislation. Bush signed this legisla
tion in his first year in office and
again during his second. But in both
instances the legislation was struck
down in the federal appellate courts
for being too broadly written.
The legislature also passed, and
Bush signed into law, legislation that
created a specialty license plate fea
turing a crayon depiction of a young
boy and girl and the motto "choose
life." Opponents of the specialty
plate argued that it effectively estab
lished the pro-life movement’s posi
tion on abortion and the nature of
-

-

-
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human life as that of the state’s. The
bill’s sponsors countered that they
were sending a message supporting
adoption. A suggested amendment
to feature the two children and a
motto that promoted adoption, was
voted down.
Florida has also had its share and
more of picketing and physical
attacks on abortion clinics. There
have been several shootings of physi
cians who perform abortions, as well
as numerous bombings, arsons, and
vandalism of abortion clinics.
School issues, ranging from the
selection of textbooks to the setting of
curriculum, have also been major
areas of contention for the religiously
motivated. These battles have been
fought almost exclusively at the coun
ty level. For instance, members of the
Christian Right captured the Lee
County School Board through the
electoral process. Religiously moti
vated school board members have
sought to remove books from reading
lists that they believe undermine tra
ditional values. Among the texts tar
geted were such works as To Kill a
Mockingbird and The Catcher in the
Rye. Moreover, the Lee County
School Board decided, against the
legal advice of their own counsel, to
implement sectarian religious instruc
tion in the Lee County Public Schools.
That has been blocked for the time
being by litigation.
Levy County also had a school
curriculum dispute last year. The
school district had implemented a
series of elective Bible instruction
courses. Such electives are permitted
under Florida law provided that the
instruction is non-sectarian and is
intended to teach the Bible as litera
ture, not religion. This, however,
turned out not to be the case. Instead
the Levy County courses featured
tests with such questions as: "Who
said that Satan is the spiritual father
of the Jews?" After a court challenge,
the courses have been stopped. The
system’s superintendent has said that
they will be reconceptualized within
the confines of Florida law.
Public policy pertaining to gay,
lesbian, and transgendered Floridians
CONTINUED ON PAGE 42

Time For a New
Model of How
Religion and
Politics Interact
By ALAN WOLFE

W

e’ve been hearing a lot
recently about the potential
impact of religious groups on
presidential politics. How will Al Gore’s
selection of an Orthodox Jew as a run
ning mate play out with the elec
torate? By choosing Dick Cheney
rather than Pennsylvania’s Roman
Catholic governor, Tom Ridge, or New
York’s Catholic governor, George
Pataki, did George W. Bush compro
mise his chance to woo the Catholic

vote?
Will evangelical Christians find
Bush’s references to Jesus Christ, or
his proclamation of a "Jesus Day" in
Texas, attractive? Will such talk - or Joe
Lieberman’s frequent mentions of God
in his speeches - upset supporters of

separation of church and State? The
answers are a lot more complicated
than politicians and pundits seem to
assume, for the role that religion plays
in politics no longer follows the pat
terns established in the years after
World War II.
In the I 950s and I 960s, American
social scientists were strongly commit
ted to what was known as the "secu
larization thesis." As society became
more modern, increasingly adhering to
rationality and efficiency old-time reli
gious fervor, belief in miracles, and

orthodoxy would begin to disappear.
Religion would become, in effect, a
sociological marker. If we knew, for
example, that a person was Jewish, we

would have a fairly good idea about his
or her level of education relatively
high, political views relatively liberal,
and preferred place of residence the
suburbs.
The secularization thesis really did
explain, throughout the I950s and
I960s, a good deal about religion. But
as society changed, so did the ideas of
social scientists who were interested in
how religion was actually practiced.
The new paradigm had two features
both helpful in explaining the role reli
gion is playing in the 2000 presidential
campaign. First is the idea that religion
that demands strong ties of adherence
is not incompatible with modernity

too have moved in larger numbers to the
suburbs. Unions can no longer be count
ed on to deliver "the Catholic vote."
The nature of religious authority
among Catholics also changed drastically
in the aftermath of the I960s. Humanae
Vitae 1968, in which Pope Paul VI issued
pronouncements against birth control and
reaffirmed the church’s opposition to
abortion, became the key event. Faced
with interpretations of doctrine at odds
with the realities of modern life, most
American Catholics chose not to leave
the church, but to redefine their relation
ship to it. According to a 1993 Gallup
poll, many American Catholics believed
that birth control was acceptable 84 per
cent; that divorced Catholics should be
permitted by the church to remarry 78
percent; that women ought to be
ordained as priests 63 percent; that
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IT MAKES INCREASINGLY LITTLE SENSE TO TALK
ABOUT A CATHOLIC VOTE OR AN EPISCOPALIAN
VOTE OR A JEWISH VOTE OR AN EVANGELICAL
VOTE... ThESE DAYS, AMERICANS ASK OF THEIR
RELIGIONS AND THEIR POLITICIANS, "WHAT HAVE
YOU DONE FOR ME LATELY?"
after all. The other is a variant of what is
known as "rational-choice theory." It
holds that religion, even its demanding
forms, survives not because people need
to be linked together with groups, but
because they wish to make their own

decisions about the costs and benefits
associated with specific beliefs.
Senator Lieberman’s nomination

confirms the findings of scholars working
in an era of postsecularization theory.
Lieberman, like so many Jews, is a
Democrat. But, reflecting the political
changes in American Jewry, he is also a
conservative Democrat, one who has
questions about affirmative action and
who is willing to join forces with conserv
atives on moral and cultural issues.
Moreover, as an Orthodox Jew,
Lieberman reflects the growing impor
tance of tradition among American Jews,
including those traditions of devout
observance that, we were once told,
would be left behind by modernity. That
may suggest that Jewish voters will not be
swayed as a bloc by the Lieberman nomi
nation, but, like the senator himself, will
make individual choices on the basis of
what they think candidates will offer
them.

The findings of contemporary social
scientists can also shed light on the ques
tion of whether George W. Bush sacri
ficed the Catholic vote by choosing the
Protestant Dick Cheney as his running
mate. In an earlier period, there was such
a thing as a Catholic vote. Having invest
ed considerable sums in the construction
of their churches and parochial schools,
Catholics remained connected to urban
life throughout the I940s and I950s.
Hence, they tended to keep their ties to
the Democratic political machines in
cities like Chicago, Jersey City, or New
York City. They were also less likely to
attend college than Jews and liberal
Protestants - and, when they did, less
likely to go to the most prestigious uni
versities. That, in turn, meant that

Catholics were slower to leave workingclass occupations and more likely to
belong to unions whose members tended
to vote Democratic.
Authority and hierarchy in these
times, rather than mobility and individual
liberty, were seen as the crucial Catholic

values. Catholics were expected to follow
the voting suggestions of their ward boss
es, just as they were expected to adhere
to church doctrine. But now Catholics

opposition to abortion should be relaxed
58 percent; and that homosexuality 44
percent or sex outside marriage 50 per
cent were not always wrong. As sociolo
gists like the Rev. Andrew M. Greeley
concluded, American Catholics had come
to include within the category of "good

Catholic" people whose behavior, in the
eyes of the church in Rome, would define
them as sinners. In her book last year,
Catholic Identity: Balancing Reason, Faith,
and Power, the sociologist Michele Dillon

shows that even political activists working
to counter the church’s positions on gay
rights or women’s ordination tend to
consider themselves faithful Catholics.
That notion - that one can redefine
church teachings to suit one’s own
lifestyle - offends conservative Catholics.
Yet they hold positions on capital punish
ment contrary to the church’s teachings
on the sanctity of life, indirectly confirm
ing the idea that one can disagree with
the church hierarchy and still consider
oneself loyal to the faith.
The political behavior of American
Catholics no longer reflects ideas about
authority so prominent in the sociological
literature of a previous era. Far from
obeying either political or church officials,

Catholics confirm today’s rational-choice
theory. They make up their own minds. If
Jews can choose to be Orthodox,

Catholics can choose to be theologically
liberal. And, like other Americans, they
cannot be counted on to vote as a bloc,
but as individuals evaluating candidates on
the basis of specific promises.
Will George W. Bush’s public asser
tions of faith in Jesus Christ help him by
rallying the evangelical vote - or hurt him
among non-evangelicals? The new schol
arship on religion is suggestive here, too.
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In the years after World War II,
American Protestants were often divided
by scholars who studied them into two
groups: high-church Episcopalians and
Congregationalists from the Northeast
and low-church evangelicals from the
South and West. The former, it was gen
erally believed, were more likely to be
liberal Republicans - or even liberal
Democrats - while the latter were
viewed as potential recruits for a new
conservative movement emphasizing
such social issues as prayer in schools and
opposition to abortion.
The experience of the Bush family,
formerly of Connecticut but now from
Texas, however, suggests a note of cau
tion. Prescott Bush, the U.S. senator
from Connecticut, and his son George,
the president, indeed conformed to the
tradition of high-church liberal
Republicanism. George W. Bush, the gov
ernor, encouraged by his wife, became a
Methodist and appeals, with great suc
cess, to Texas evangelicals, even as his
talk of "compassionate conservatism"
echoes the Republican liberalism of his
father and grandfather. Clearly, it is possi
ble to cross the frontlines of the
Protestant split within one generation
while maintaining support from both
sides.

O

ne reason that divide can be
crossed is that evangelical
Protestants no longer bear much
resemblance to the group described by
historians and sociologists a generation
ago. Richard Hofstadter’s book Anti
Intellectualism in American Life was pub
lished in 1963, when liberals began to
fear the emergence of a "radical right"
hostile to cosmopolitan ideas, intolerant
of dissent, and attracted to racist slogans.
For Hofstadter, fundamentalist
Protestants, who fashioned the forms of
20th-century conservative Protestantism
that have influenced today’s evangelicals,
represented the forces in American life
that would resist modernity and its
accompanying cosmopolitanism. That
assumption turned out to be as incorrect
as the ideas that Orthodox Jewry would
disappear and that Catholics would
remain loyal to the Democratic Party.
Evangelical Protestants, for one
thing, are no longer necessarily antimod
em. True, one can find support for such
antiscientific ideas as creationism among
some evangelicals, but, like Jews and
Catholics before them, many evangelicals
are upwardly mobile, increasingly subur
ban, and anxious to send their children to
selective colleges. With those sociological
transformations have come changes in
42
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political outlook. In a comprehensive sur
vey of evangelical attitudes toward poli
tics, conducted in 1996, the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill sociologist
Christian Smith found that any stereo
types of evangelicals as dyed-in-the-wool
opponents of modernity were incorrect.
In his book Christian America? What
Evangelicals Really Want, published this
year, Smith says that two-thirds of the
evangelicals surveyed did not want to
prohibit abortion completely, and only 20
percent believed that a woman’s place
was in the home. Moreover, most evan
gelicals support the U.S. Constitution including its provisions on the separation
of church and state. At a time when
evangelical leaders like the Rev. Pat
Robertson call on Governor Bush not to
proceed with an execution, of Karla Faye
Tucker in 1998, it becomes difficult to
assume that theologically conservative
Protestants will necessarily adhere to
politically conservative positions.
Behind all of those changes in the
nature of Jewish, Catholic, and
Protestant life lie new assumptions about
how Americans experience faith. Religion
no longer functions, as an earlier genera
tion of social scientists believed, to bind
the individual to the group. Instead, reli
gious denominations, to survive, have to
accommodate the needs and desires of
individuals. Increasingly skeptical of
authority in general, Americans want to
play a role in determining what their faith
means to them. That does not mean that
religion has less of a place in their lives; if
anything, the United States has experi
enced a religious revival that the social
scientists of the postwar years could
never have predicted. But no matter
how deep their faith commitments,
Americans are reluctant to allow their
beliefs to determine their political out
look.
Thus, it makes increasingly little
sense to talk about a Catholic vote or an
Episcopalian vote or a Jewish vote or an
evangelical vote. The situation is far too
fluid for that.
These days, Americans ask of their
religions and their politicians, "What have
you done for me lately?" All those in
authority, whether their authority derives
from a mandate from heaven, a mandate
from the electorate, or a mandate from
the Nielsen ratings, had better have an
answer. +

Alan Wolfe is director of the Center for
Religion and American Public Life at Boston
College. This article is printed with the per
mission of The Chronicle of Higher
Education, in which a longer version ran.
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has been a third source for confronta
tion. The earliest of these battles was
fought in the 1970s when Dade
County passed an ordinance extend
ing civil rights protections to people of
alternate lifestyles. A large opposition
arose and organized a successful series
of protests that led to the ordinance
being overturned. The movement,
called "Save our Children," was pub
licly led by former Miss America and
Florida Orange Juice spokesperson
Anita Bryant. While Bryant and the
other members of "Save our Children"
did get the ordinance repealed, her
actions and the perception of the
movement as being a group of intol
erant zealots cost Bryant her job with
the Florida Orange Juice industry. The
industry was afraid that continued
public affiliation with Bryant would
cast them in a negative light and affect
sales in other, and presumably more
tolerant, parts of the country and the
world.
Since this time several other
Florida counties and municipalities
have attempted to extend anti-dis
crimination protections to include
homosexuals. In each instance the
Christian Right mobilized against the
ordinances and prevented them from
being enacted, or, where they were
enacted, got them repealed. Often the
debate on the issue, like the name of
Bryant’s movement, has been framed
as being about protecting Florida’s
children from amoral and deviant peo
ple and behavior.
Religion’s intersection with poli
tics is nothing new. It was not until
The Enlightenment that many began
to argue for a separation of the reli
gious and political realms. This
became reality with the adoption of
the first amendment of the Bill of
Rights. Yet throughout American his
tory political and social issues have
been viewed through the lens of reli
gion. For instance, many of the
founders perceived the Revolutionary
War as an apocalyptic conflict pitting
the independence seeking colonists
against King George who was por
trayed by some pamphleteers to be the
personification of the antichrist. Not

The perception of Anita Bryant and
other members of her "Save our
Children" movement as a group of
intolerant zealots cost her her job
with the Florida Orange juice indus
try in the I 970s.
on the Family many have taken his
advice to heart. Thomas’s call for a

all of the founders, however, were
enamored of organized religion.
True, many professed some variant of
Protestantism, but many of them were
unchurched. Thomas Jefferson went
so far as to try to rewrite the Bible in
order to eliminate the portions that
allow for the development and exis
tence of organized forms of religion.
Ultimately Jefferson’s efforts left him
little more for religion than the gold
en rule: do unto others as you would
have them do unto you. While many
of the founders were not religiously
observant, some still belonged to spir
itual and quasi-religious organiza
tions such as the freemasons.
Virtually every building erected dur
ing the early history of America was
blessed and dedicated by a freemason
often by one of the founders.
There are many contemporary
issues where religion interacts with
politics in a less confrontational role.
Many of the bioethical decisions
made in hospitals are ultimately
based on religious ethics and theolo
gy. When cases pertaining to bioethi
cal matters must be decided by the
courts, religious experts and theolo
gians are often called upon to testify
or submit friend of the court briefs.
Foreign policy issues, particularly
those that concern the use of military
force, are often viewed through the
perspective of just war theory which
comes to us from Christianity via The
Enlightenment. Moreover, a great
-

deal of mainline Protestant political
behavior often occurs under
American society’s radar screens. For
instance many of the attempts to act
according to the "social gospel" the
attempt to make the world a better
place go unnoticed. These types of
actions include, but are not limited to,
supporting and participating in orga
nizations that provide educational,
healthcare, nutritive, and other ser
vices in inner city areas of America.
At one point in time the attempt to
fulfill the "social gospel" accounted
for the action of abolitionists, suf
fragettes, and anti-war protestors.
Today much of mainline Protestant
political behavior attracts much less
notice.
There are signs of change in the
pattern of religious involvement in
politics. Many of the leaders of the
Christian Right are considering a
reevaluation of their activities.
Leaders such as columnist Cal
Thomas, a former leader in Reverend
Jerry Falwell’s Moral Majority, has
called for Evangelical, Charismatic,
and Fundamentalist Christians to pull
out of the public arena. Thomas and
others argue that Christians should be
concerned with saving souls, not with
political victory. Success in the for
mer endeavor is more important than
in the latter. While not all members
of the Christian Right agree holdouts
include Pat Robertson of the Christian
Coalition and James Dobson of Focus
-

-

retreat from the public sphere, how
ever, stops well short of suggesting
that committed Christians withdraw
from civic responsibility and voting
their discipline in getting to the polls
being a longtime part of their impact.
Another development that has
implications for religion and politics
is the growing popularity of a genre
of fiction that could be referred to as
the apocalyptic thriller. The best
known of these works is the Reverend
Tim Lahaye’s Left Behind series of
books. In the seven volumes current
ly available, the antichrist has
appeared on Earth and is the leader
of the United Nations. Christians
gather in America, with a few Jews
who recognize that Christianity is
really the true religion, to fight
against Satan’s forces and await the
rapture. After the rapture, a small
group are left behind, hence the title,
in order to engage in apocalyptic war
fare during the tribulation that will
proceed Jesus’ millennial reign. All of
the Left Behind books have spent sev
eral weeks on the New York Times
bestseller list. While these books do
not call for specific actions, they are
after all works of fiction, they rein
force many of the ideas of the
Christian Right. Other in the same
genre as the Left Behind series have
the antichrist originating in one of the
predominantly Muslim nations of the
Middle East and Central Asia, rein
forcing the stereotype that Islam is
out to destroy western civilization
and Christianity.
There are more chapters to be
written on the intersection of religion
and politics in Florida. Contentious
issues surrounding abortion, educa
tion, and gay rights are hardly closed
questions. But they may share the
stage in the time ahead with emerg
ing areas like bio ethics and a broader
engagement of people with deeply
held political beliefs with political
activity +
Adam L. Silverman is a doctoral can
didate in political science at the
University of Florida.
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BOOK BRIEFS
Contemplations of a Primal Mind
by Gabriel Horn White Deer of
Autumn. 163 pages. University Press
of Florida. $19.95

Contemplations is a

T

Horn offers a language of

his brief, yet potent collection of
six related essays gives the read
er access to Gabriel Horn’s emo
tional, spiritual and intellectual lives.
It is a provocative read that is capable
of leading the reader to further exam
inations of this Native American
author’s discussion of the differences
between "civilized" and "primal"
minds. These distinctions may sur
prise some who have subscribed to
the traditional tenets of mainstream
American thought and invigorate oth
ers who have long held that many
things have gone horribly wrong in
the name of "civilization."
Each of the six chapters is an
essay that links gracefully into the
sequence and connects by three major
concerns: the well-being of the planet
Earth, the on-going struggle for sur
vival of native peoples and finally, the
element, most powerfully painted
here, the process of maintaining fami
ly wholeness as it goes through its
processes of birth, death and regener
ation. Here, Horn is most effective
and practical, portraying a system of
family values that gives the kind of
instruction of which the larger
American culture appears to be igno
rant.
Emotional yet never sentimental,
Horn allows us to share aspects of his
family’s growth process with uncom
mon levels of honesty and an
absolute respect for the unanswerable
questions of life. In this way, we get a
brief look at contemporary Native
American values from a single fami
ly’s experience.
Contemplations, too, is a book that
can be used to survive and heal a
death from within the context of a
healthy family structure. It is not only
dedicated to the memory of Horn’s
loving wife, Mongandagwazi
Simone, who died early in life from
cancer, but it is framed almost in a
partnership with her strong, gentle
voice and presence. Horn shares her
thoughts from his memory as well as
through her own clear, frank words
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conscious work in which
mystery. By giving us an
introduction to this way
of experiencing life, he
helps us to begin to con
sider the possibilities of
wholeness and connection
in a culture plagued by
violence and alienation.

quoted from her personal journal
along with his perspective as hus
band/father/beloved.
Still, there’s more, in this relative
short
collection: Horn’s "Primal
ly
Manifesto," his brief yet tantalizing
account of a visit to the Dolphin
Research Center in the Florida Keys, a
sober yet haunting glimpse at his
family’s "close encounters" with what
Horn names "ancestors among the
stars."
And finally, of special interest are
the delicate and powerful drawings
that appear both as the cover and
throughout the text, all done by his
son Carises. Contemplations is a con
scious work in which Horn offers a
language of mystery. By giving us an
introduction to this way of experienc
ing life, he helps us to begin to con
sider the possibilities of wholeness
and connection in a culture plagued
by violence and alienation.
Gabriel Horn White Deer of
Autumn is one of the original
American Indian Movement AIM
teachers who helped establish the
AIM Survival Schools. He is the
author of other books including his
autobiographical work Native Heart
1993. He is currently on the faculty

in the Department of
Communications at St. Petersburg
Junior College. Contemplations of a
Primal Mind was originally published
by New World Library in 1996.
Phyllis McEwen is a scholar/actor/
poet who tours Florida portraying Zora
Neale Hurston and is a consultant to the
FHC Resource Center.
*

*

*

100% Pure Florida Fiction:
An Anthology edited by Susan
Hubbard and Robley Wilson.
pages. University Press of Florida.
Cloth, $49.95, paper, $16.95.
203

progressive and welcome addi
tion to Florida fiction, this
anthology offers new voices of
the genre, as well as work by familiar
ones. Rather than including the best
known names of Florida fiction such
as Zora Neale Hurston and Ernest
Hemingway, Hubbard and Robley
have collected 21 stories, all pub
lished or written since 1985. The end
result is an eclectic mix of styles and
subcultures featuring Florida voices
such as Peter Meinke and Enid
Shomer as well as others less visibly
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connected to the state like Wendell
Mayo and Peter Cioffari.
100% Pure is an appropriate text
for literary studies as well as beach
blanket reading and anywhere in
between. It brings a heady mix of
Floridiana from love-bugs and giant
flying roaches known to Floridians
as Palmetto bugs, to bougainvillea,
portulaca and decadent roadside
attractions. The collection transports
us geographically all over the penin
sula with a range of experiences
showcasing Florida in all her stormy
loveliness as well as her sundrenched weirdness. There is the ten
der beauty of Meinke’s "Cranes," the
Gothic wackiness of Steve Watkins’
"Critterworld" or even the strange
syntactical labyrinth of "In the House

FLORIDA fCTION

¶73tfore die

Civil ‘]hr

NOW AVAILABLE!
* The cloth cover book by Dr.
Canter Brown Jr. is available for $25.
4 part VHS video series

* The

now available for $49.95.
* Special Forum readers
price of $57 for both,

SI

The
Education
Channel

A fascinating look at the early
years of Tampa, Florida. Learn
about the major players in the
city’s development and how they
overcame hurricanes, fires, yellow
fever and land disputes to make
Tampa a burgeoning community
before the Civil War.

Order now by calling 813
and

22-0097
maazinc.
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TV that s good for your mind

HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP
Leading Florida to Reach for the Stars
Recently, Holland & Knight received the United Way "Summit Award"
for exceptional achievement in Corporate Contributions, the first law
firm ever to be so honored.
of Simple Sentences" by Louis
Phillips, a story that must be read
aloud to feel the full effects of its hyp
notic form.
This is truly a literary trek of the
state. 100% pure? Perhaps, though it
appears to be somewhat bottomheavy with references to Key West,
and the Florida settings may not be
as crucial to some stories as they are
to others. However, 100% pure or not,
it is a fresh and engaging collection of
short fiction.
Susan Hubbard is associate pro
fessor of English at the University of
Central Florida in Orlando. Robley
Wilson is professor of English at the
University of Northern Iowa. +
Reviewed by Phyllis McEwen

We are proud to be the first and only law firm to be accepted
as a member of the United Way of America’s National Corporate
Leadership Program.
-

-

Through caring and commitment it works for all of us.

HOLLAND & KNIGHT
Bill McBride, Managing Partner

Ine runng of a lawyer is an important decision teat should not be based solely upon atlvertisernents.
Before you decide, ask us to send you free written information about our qualifications and expenence.

Elian, Joe, Jeb and Dr. Laura
uis Lugo, who directs religion grants for the Pew
Charitable Trusts, has bemoaned the "Saturday
morning ghetto" to which many newspapers con
sign religion news. That is not to dismiss the personal
element of faith, but to dispute rigidly compartmental
izing it. Religion has a longstanding place too in the
public arena, Lugo and his Pew colleagues believe.
At a Pew conference on the topic two autumns ago,
I learned that there is a respected body of academic
thought that maintains our country’s founders may
have had a far more limited definition of separation of
church and state than many have today. This view holds
that they simply wished to avoid the tyranny of the old
country’s state-established church and thus
allow freedom of religious practice. Clearly
religion has been intertwined for better and
worse with American politics ever since wit
ness, for instance the anti-Catholicism that ran
from the Know-Nothings through the presi
dential campaigns of Al Smith and John
Kennedy.
For those of us who do believe that religion
and public belong in the same sentence, one
can only say of 2000 what a year!
Start with Elian Gonzalez. The young
boy’s rescue was highly public and politically charged
from the get go. And on just a little reflection, the event
touched on themes of life and death, freedom, fate and
family the stuff of religion.
Quite a few reports touched on how some CubanAmericans viewed Elian as a miracle child, Moses-like
or Jesus-like, or perhaps an avatar of Castro’s fall. Less
noticed was the heavy involvement of the liberal
National Council of Churches in orchestrating the visit
of Elian’s grandmothers and later accompanying his
father during the wait for a resolution. And Sister Jeanne
O’Laughlin, president of Barry University, played a cru
cial mediating role between the antagonistic camps,
offering her home as an assured safe ground for the
grandmothers to meet with the boy.
Summer brought Senator Joseph Lieberman’s selec
tion as vice presidential candidate a three-act episode
of religion in the public square. First were questions like
"Could an Orthodox Jew work if a world crisis took
place on a Saturday?" Answer, yes. Soon our hyperac
tive pollsters discovered that Lieberman’s out-front faith
made him attractive to Christian believers as well as
Jews. But a counter-reaction followed. The candidate’s
frequent references to God in speeches hit the discom
fort level for the Anti-Defamation League and many op
ed columnists. The prudent senator toned it down a bit.
In my other professional life working on Florida
policy questions, I’ve found religious belief often rele
vant to the objectives political leaders pursue but not
in any simplistic way. We’ve been living for two years
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now with Governor Jeb Bush’s brand of the family’s
"compassionate conservatism," tinged with his own
conversion a few years back to Catholicism. A Catholic
friend hears echoes of the bishops when Bush discusses
social issues, and we may hear more, before long, about
faith-based groups as an alternative to government pro
grams.
Critics have contended that the governor’s school
voucher program breaches the church-state line, and
being religious himself, he doesn’t care. That’s being lit
igated but to my mind the heart of the issue this time
is different and purely secular. Should poor families get
a publicly subsidized ticket out of bad schools? Are
vouchers a useful goad or a first signal of
abandonment of Florida’s public schools?
In 1997, Dan Webster began a two-year
term as Florida House Speaker. He is both a
conservative Republican and the sort of
Christian who has home-schooled a large
family. But on closer inspection, Webster had
been elected leader in part because of colle
giality and a comparatively light touch
putting his agenda in front of everyone else’s.
Webster did pursue conservative goals and
appoint like-minded
people to the
Constitutional Revision Commission, but there is no
particular case to be made that his tenure left Florida
with a stamp of religious right dogma.
Changing political parties, Bill Nelson and his fami
ly, personal friends of mine for a decade, are devout
Protestants. That helps explain the straight-arrow
earnestness of the man that some find attractive and oth
ers off-putting. The Nelson family idea of a good time
includes half-days of gleaning and distributing food to
the poor an eye-opening experience if you’ve never
tried it. But in contrast to Lieberman, his faith has rarely
come up except by inference as he nears the end of his
fourth statewide campaign.
Space permitting, we might speculate too on cultur
al phenomena of the year such as gays and lesbians
putting Dr. Laura’s bigotry to rout and gaining respect
ful recognition from Regis as the supportive partners of
certain Millionaire contestants.
Altogether, this seems a time when religion is
adding flavor to public life, not threatening it or spoiling
it. After a muscular 20-year run, the Religious Right is
indisputably down but not necessarily out. As this is
being written in mid-October, the Christian Coalition is
preparing to hand out millions of leaflets with its cam
paign endorsements at churches. But there’s a twist. A
second Florida conservative Christian group is urging
churches not to accept them. +
Rick Edmonds was editor of Forum for five years and is
consulting editor for this issue. He is also a consultant on edu
cation policy issues.
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FHC Grants Explore
Religion and Values
hrough our grants program,
the Florida Humanities
Council has supported the work
of non-profit organizations to pro
vide Floridians with opportunities
to explore and discuss the reli
gious traditions and values of a
highly diverse population.

T

The following grants, recently made dur
ing the last five years by FHC, have cre
ated programs, publications and
resources designed to help Floridians
better understand themselves, each
other and the state we share:

Scholars: John Guthrie, Kristin Congdon
and Philip Lucas

Historic Pensacola

The Disputation Inter-faith,
Inter-community dialogues

A series of public performances using liv

A series of pre and post performance

ing history characters to interpret West

Dave Edwards

discussions based on the play The
Disputation that focus on the common
experiences and elements that transcend
religious and cultural differences.
Director: Fred Salancy
Scholars: Henry Green and Eugene Lyon

Mini Conference on the Dead Sea
Scrolls Jewish and Christian Values

Oral Histories of the Jews in
Ybor City

A conference devoted to exploring the

A collection of oral histories from the
Jewish population of Ybor City.
Director: Yael Greenberg

-

Florida in the early part of the 19th
Century.
Director: Tom Muir
Scholars: Yolanda Reed, Jane Dysart and

significance of the Scrolls for both
Judaism and Christianity.
Director: Erik Larson

Cathedral History Forum
A discussion on the leadership of the

The Spirit of Cassadega
A photography exhibition depicting the
history of Cassadega, the Souths
largest Camp of Spiritualism.
Director: Gary Monroe

John Hann

Catholic Church in Florida between
1565- 1967.
Director: Fr. Timothy Lindenfelser
Scholars: Mike Gannon, Pat Griffin,
Charles Gallagher, Michael McNally and

Other scholars the Florida Humanities
Council has worked with:
Nathan Katz, Religious Studies, Florida
International University;
Edward Sunshine, Religious Studies,
Barry University;
Mozella Mitchell, Religious Studies,
University of South Florida.

We’re Preserving Water From The Ground Up.
We won’t get technical
here.
Florida Water operates
in 120 Florida communities in twenty-five
counties.
We make water from
Florida’s aquifer safe and
usable before sending it
through our pipelines to
over half a million
Floridians.
And we have systems in place that have made us a
recognized leader in promoting water preservation.
A "reverse osmosis" system to turn saltwater into
fresh drinking water.

Another that stores
fresh drinking water dur
ing the rainy season for
use in the dry winter
months.
Another that converts
99% of all wastewater
into reusable water for
irrigation sites.
You get the idea.
As the State’s
largest investor-owned water and wastewater
company, we’re doing everything we can to provide
a fresh supply of
water today.
And tomorrow.

‘‘FIorida
Water
ER VICES

Water For Florida ‘s Future

The bustling Shul of Bal Harbour serves Jews at all levels of observance. Services are conducted in English, Spanish, French and
Russian for this highly international congregation. Story, page 28.
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